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Abstract
Except for vertical diffusion (and possibly the external mode and bottom drag), oceanic
models usually rely on explicit time-stepping algorithms subject to Courant-FriedrichsLewy (CFL) stability criteria. Implicit methods could be unconditionally stable, but an algebraic system must be solved at each time step and other considerations such as accuracy
and efficiency are less straightforward to achieve. Depending on the target application, the
process limiting the maximum allowed time-step is generally different. In this paper, we introduce offline diagnostics to predict stability limits associated with internal gravity waves,
advection, diffusion, and rotation. This suite of diagnostics is applied to a set of global,
regional and coastal numerical simulations with several horizontal/vertical resolutions and
different numerical models. We show that, for resolutions finer that 1/2◦ , models with an
eulerian vertical coordinate are generally constrained by vertical advection in a few hot
spots and that numerics must be extremely robust to changes in Courant number. Based on
those results, we review the stability and accuracy of existing numerical kernels in vogue
in primitive equations oceanic models with a focus on advective processes and the dynamics of internal waves. We emphasize the additional value of studying the numerical kernel
of oceanic models in the light of coupled space-time approaches instead of studying the
time schemes independently from spatial discretizations. From this study, we suggest some
guidelines for the development of temporal schemes in future generation multi-purpose
oceanic models.
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Introduction

1.1

Context

Owing to advances in computational power, global climate models are now configured with increasingly higher horizontal/vertical resolution. The extension of the range of application of this type of model,
originally developed for low-resolution large-scale configurations, raises some new challenges of numerical and physical nature (Griffies, 2013; Griffies and Treguier, 2013) and requires the accurate representation of a wider energy spectrum. Moreover, multi-resolution configurations via 1-way or 2-way nesting
techniques are now mature (Debreu and Blayo, 2008; Debreu et al., 2012) and could be used to locally
reach marginal submesoscales resolving resolutions (e.g. Marchesiello et al., 2011). Low-resolution configurations imply relatively slow and laminar (linear) flows while many emerging issues arise when extending the range to finer scales: the appropriate representation of internal wave dynamics is increasingly
important to predict physical mixing (e.g. Arbic et al., 2012), the addition of biogeochemical tracers imposes new constraints on advection schemes (e.g. Lévy et al., 2001), adequate capture of the transfers
between resolved and unresolved scales is required (Thuburn et al., 2014), spurious dianeutral mixing remains a key issue in the presence of mesoscale eddies (Ilicak et al., 2012). An other difficulty is the proper
synergy between physical paramerizations and the numerics to ensure regularity of the physical solutions
by limiting fine-scale variance (e.g. Hecht, 2010). More generally, high-resolution modeling requires a
finer consideration of numerical methods. This has motivated the emergence of comprehensive initiatives
like the COMODO 1 and DCMIP 2 projects aimed at intercomparison of numerical kernels to exploring
the merits of different approaches through a suite of semi-idealized testcases.
The objective of this paper is to define the main guidelines for the development of temporal schemes in
future generation multi-purpose (i.e. used for applications ranging from paleo-climate to eddying regimes)
oceanic models. Because changing the time-stepping algorithm is one of the most fundamental change to
an existing numerical code, it is legitimate to first proceed to a deep investigation of the requirements.
Originally, for climate models, temporal discretizations were mainly chosen for their simplicity and upon
additional criteria :
(i) their ability to conserve quadratic quantities (e.g. energy, potential vorticity or enstrophy) when combined with specifically designed second-order centered schemes for non-linear momentum advective
terms formulated in a vector invariant form of the shallow-water equations (e.g. Sadourny, 1975).
This led to the choice of the Leapfrog scheme in the momentum equation to minimize dissipation.
∗ Corresponding author.
Phone: +33 (0)4 76 51 48 60
Fax: +33 (0)4 76 63 12 63
E-mail address: florian.lemarie@inria.fr .
1 French Numerical Ocean Modeling Community http://www.comodo-ocean.fr
2 Dynamical Core Model Intercomparison Project https://www.earthsystemcog.org/projects/
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Energy and/or potential enstrophy conserving schemes are considered an efficient way to suppress
nonlinear instabilities.
(ii) conservation of the second moments (i.e. quadratic variance) for tracers which resulted in the use of
centered-in-space and Leapfrog-in-time schemes for tracer advection.
(iii) for their computational efficiency (i.e. the stability range with respect to the number of computations
of the rhs) for internal gravity waves. An efficient way for extending the stability range of Leapfrog
based models is the pressure gradient averaging approach of Brown and Campana (1978) which is
still being used in several numerical models (Griffies et al., 2000).
As a result, most numerical models were historically based on a leapfrog scheme for both the tracer and
momentum equations, combined with second-order centered schemes. Note that, even if most models now
favor the flux form to the vector-invariant form of momentum equations, it remains crucial to know as
accurately as possible the discrete properties of numerical schemes in terms of energy dissipation to close
the energy cycle (Eden et al., 2014).
When high-resolution turbulent regimes start emerging in numerical simulations the algorithmic choices
must evolve beyond the Leapfrog-in-time – second-order in space framework to accommodate to new contraints (e.g. Shchepetkin and McWilliams, 2005). Indeed, as mentioned above, other important properties
arise for finer resolution: accuracy, for correct shape preservation and phase speed, preservation of positivity hence good stability for advective and diffusive processes, good dissipation properties when highfrequency forcings are used, etc. This is especially true for terms integrated using explicit time-stepping
but also for terms integrated using implicit methods (typically vertical/isoneutral diffusion and bottom
drag) for which accuracy considerations should not be overlooked. In most existing numerical models,
the space-time algorithms are derived by studying separately the space and time dimensions assuming
the other dimension is continuous (i.e. the underlying partial differential equation is semi-discretized, e.g.
Hundsdorfer and Trompert, 1994; Shchepetkin and McWilliams, 2005). There is, however, a second standard reasoning to derive space-time algorithms: the coupled space-time approach for which both space and
time dimensions are discretized (e.g. Lax and Wendroff, 1960; Leonard, 1979; Daru and Tenaud, 2004).
This approach is more tedious to use but is expected to provide a more accurate measure of the stability
and numerical errors for a given sub-system of the full system of equations under consideration 3 . Indeed,
this would serve little purpose to combine a low-order temporal scheme with a high-order space discretization. A clear advantage of the space-time approach is to combine errors associated with the space and time
discretizations in the same study.
A long-standing belief is that a given process when integrated using small Courant numbers (compared
to the CFL constraint) has inherently small numerical errors associated to the time-stepping algorithm.
From this perspective, improving the order of accuracy of the time-stepping algorithm would not be a
priority as long as sufficiently small time-steps are chosen. This statement is, however, inexact because
it ignores the interaction between time and space discretization errors. It is not unusual to see space-time
discretization schemes with large numerical errors for small Courant numbers and less errors close to their
stability limit (e.g. a Leapfrog scheme combined with a second-order centered scheme). The objective
of the present study is first to estimate the typical order of magnitude of Courant numbers encountered
in realistic configurations. Then, using those estimates, we will proceed to a deep investigation of the
behavior of space-time numerical schemes usually found in state-of-the-art oceanic models over a relevant
range of Courant numbers. In this case, numerical schemes will be studied close to their functioning
3

The coupled space-time approach is only viable when applied to selected terms in the equations; e.g. advection,
gravity waves or Coriolis considered separately. It is not applicable to the primitive equations as a whole.
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State variables
q

Three dimensional tracer (can be temperature or salinity)

u = (u, v, w)

Three dimensional velocity field

Acronyms
LF

Leapfrog

C2

Second-order centered scheme

AM

Adams-Moulton

UP3

Third-order upwind scheme

RA

Robert-Asselin filter

QK3

Quickest scheme

AB

Adams-Bashforth

LW

Lax-Wendroff scheme

RK

Runge-Kutta

Co4

Fourth-order compact scheme

UP1

First-order upwind scheme

Co4st

Space-time fourth-order compact scheme

CTU

Corner-transport upwind scheme

FCT

Flux-Corrected Transport

Coordinates and spatial operators
x, y

Horizontal coordinates

∆x, ∆y, ∆z

Measures of the grid-box interfaces [m]

z

Vertical coordinate

∆t

Time-step for the temporal discretization [s]

c1

Phase speed of the first baroclinic mode [m s−1 ]

k

Spatial wavenumber in x direction [m−1 ]

αigw

Courant number for internal gravity waves propagation

θ

Normalized wavenumber, k∆x

αadv

Advective Courant number

ω

Complex damping coefficient [s−1 ]

α?igw

CFL criterion for internal gravity waves propagation

µ

Damping coefficient normalized by ∆t (µ = ω∆t)

α?adv

CFL criterion for advection

µi

Imaginary part of µ

ε

Stabilizing parameter for the AB2 scheme

µr

Real part of µ

ν

Robert-Asselin filter parameter

Parameters

Table 1
Important notations used throughout the paper (including appendices)

conditions found during realistic simulations.
A first step toward our objective is to determine which terms are expected to be the most important in
terms of stability for a given target application. Using a scaling analysis, Griffies and Adcroft (2008) studied the time step constraints introduced by the Coriolis term, advection, internal gravity wave propagation,
as well as biharmonic viscosity and harmonic diffusion with respect to the horizontal grid spacing. Their
study suggests that the details of the numerical integration schemes must be considered to get a clear estimate of which process sets the time-step. For the typical resolution of today’s climate models it is unlikely
that inertial oscillations or the viscous/diffusive operators will be responsible for the time-step limitation.
We, thus, focus our study on three-dimensional advection and internal gravity waves, assuming that the
numerical models under consideration are discretized on a horizontal C-grid with an Eulerian vertical
coordinate in the primitive equations limit. Moreover, we assume that sea-ice or external gravity waves
(through the ”leakage” of the barotropic mode (e.g. Griffies et al., 2000; Shchepetkin and McWilliams,
2005; Demange et al., 2014b) ) do not contribute to the limitation of the maximum allowed time-step.
Important notations used throughout the paper are summarized in Tab. 1.
1.2

Stability of Numerical Models

Throughout this paper, x and y are the horizontal directions aligned with the computational grid, z
is the vertical coordinate oriented upward from the topography −hi,j to the free surface ζi,j . We note
4

u = (u, v, w) the three-dimensional velocity, w being the dia-surface velocity, and V the volume of a
given grid cell
Vi,j,k = ∆xi,j,k ∆yi,j,k ∆zi,j,k .
To formulate the stability constraint associated with three-dimensional advection, we need to define the
volumetric fluxes Ui+ 1 ,j,k , Vi,j+ 1 ,k and Wi,j,k+ 1 , respectively in the two horizontal and vertical direction.
2
2
2
Those fluxes are the velocities multiplied by the area of the corresponding grid cell face, i.e.














Ui+ 1 ,j,k = ∆zi+ 1 ,j,k ∆yi+ 1 ,j ui+ 1 ,j,k
2

2

2

2

Vi,j+ 1 ,k = ∆zi,j+ 1 ,k ∆xi,j+ 1 vi,j+ 1 ,k
2

2

2

2

Wi,j,k+ 1 = ∆xi,j ∆yi,j wi,j,k+ 1
2

2

Using those notations, the horizontal Courant numbers
are given by
h

n

h

n

x
αadv

y
in the x-direction and αadv
in the y-direction

o

n

o

n

oi

/Vi,j,k

oi

/Vi,j,k

x
)i,j,k = ∆t · max Ui+ 1 ,j,k , 0 − min Ui− 1 ,j,k , 0
(αadv
2

2

y
)i,j,k = ∆t · max Vi,j+ 1 ,k , 0 − min Vi,j− 1 ,k , 0
(αadv
2

2

(1.1)

and the vertical one by
h

o

n

n

oi

z
(αadv
)i,j,k = ∆t · max Wi,j,k+ 1 , 0 − min Wi,j,k− 1 , 0
2

2

/Vi,j,k

(1.2)

Those Courant numbers are positive definite and they are defined in a finite-volume sense to be consistent with the discretization paradigm used in numerical models (e.g. Shchepetkin and McWilliams, 2005;
Griffies and Adcroft, 2008; Griffies and Treguier, 2013). It is straightforward to see that the quantity

 x
y
z
is the fraction of water volume transported into the adjacent grid cells during one
+ αadv
αadv + αadv
i,j,k
time step. The stability condition due to three-dimensional advection generally reads
y
x
z
?
(αadv
)i,j,k + (αadv
)i,j,k + β (αadv
)i,j,k ≤ αadv
.

(1.3)

?
with αadv
the advective Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) stability criterion, and β a coefficient arising from
the fact that different advection schemes with different stability criteria may be used in the horizontal and
vertical directions. The meaning of β will be clarified later in Sec. 2.4. For some specific discretization
schemes, the Courant numbers in each spatial direction are no longer additive, as in (1.3), but independent
(i.e. the multidimensional scheme is stable as long as the 1D scheme is stable in each spatial direction),
such examples are given in Sec. 2.4. Note that the Courant numbers (1.1-1.2) could also be defined in a
centered way, however we found it more natural to adopt an upstream approach because in the remainder
of the paper we mainly consider third-order spatial discretizations and we do not expect major changes in
our conclusions depending on the way to discretize the Courant number.

The derivation of the stability condition for internal gravity waves is less straightforward to obtain. It
requires an expansion of the primitive equations in terms of baroclinic modes Mm (z) to retrieve the speed
of the fastest internal wave. The baroclinic modes Mm (z) are defined by
5










z ∈] − h, 0[
ΛMm (z) = c−2
m Mm (z)
dMm
(1.4)
(−h) = 0
m = 0, 1, 2, ...

dz



dMm



Mm (0) = −gN −2 (0)
(0)
dz
!
d
d
N −2 (z)
, and N (z) the Brunt-Väisälä frequency. Because Λ is a compact symmetric
with Λ = −
dz
dz
operator, it admits a basis of orthonormal eigenvectors Mm (z) with positive eigenvalues c−2
m . cm is the
gravity wave speed associated with mth baroclinic mode. By convention, cm ’s are sorted in decreasing
order, so that m = 0 corresponds to the barotropic mode, and m = 1 to the first baroclinic mode whose
associated wave speed c1 is the quantity of interest to study the stability of numerical models because
it corresponds to the speed of the fastest internal wave. The various steps and assumptions necessary
to separate the inviscid primitive equations into baroclinic modes can be found in Blayo and Debreu
(2005) (Sec. 4.2.2) and later in Sec. 2.3. It is straightforward to show that the stability condition for a
two-dimensional wave equation with constant wave speed c1 is
v
u
u
∆tt(c )2

1 i,j

1
1
2 +
(∆xi,j )
(∆yi,j )2

!
?
≤ αigw

(1.5)

?
the CFL stability criterion associated with the space-time discretization used for internal waves.
with αigw
In (1.5), the computation of c1 at each water column (i, j) requires the solution of the boundary value
problem (1.4). Note that even if (1.5) does not involve the vertical discretization, the latter is taken into
account in the computation of the hydrostatic balance used to derive the operator Λ, hence the phase
speed c1 . However, since we are only interested in c1 , we expect a rather weak sensitivity to the vertical
discretization and to the number of vertical levels because the first baroclinic mode is well resolved even
at low vertical resolution.
?
?
representative of the
and αigw
This paper is organized as follows. Estimates of the typical values of αadv
state-of-the-art oceanic models are given in Sec. 2 using a coupled space-time stability analysis. Thanks to
this analysis, we derive in Sec. 3 practical stability limitations of several different numerical models run at
different horizontal/vertical resolution. Accuracy for processes subject to a time-implicit treatment is also
considered. Finally, in Sec. 4 we summarize our findings and provide the implications for the design of
space and time algorithms in next-generation numerical models.

2

Space-Time stability analysis of some numerical schemes used in existing models

Most of the numerical schemes routinely used in oceanic models are generally based on separate time
and space discretizations in contrast with a coupled space-time approach (e.g. Lax and Wendroff, 1960;
Leonard, 1979; Daru and Tenaud, 2004), an exception is tracer advection in the MIT General Circulation
Model (Ilicak et al., 2012; Adcroft et al., 2014). The stability and accuracy analysis of these decoupled
space-time approach (sometimes referred to as method of lines (e.g. Hundsdorfer and Trompert, 1994))
are generally done considering time schemes with perfect spatial discretizations, i.e. by considering the
Fourier image ik of ideal derivative (e.g. Shchepetkin and McWilliams, 2005). This approach is very useful
to study separately the effect of time stepping but the stability limit thus obtained can be very different
from the actual stability limit when the effect of the spatial discretization is accounted for (i.e. when
6

ik is replaced by the Fourier image of the advection scheme under consideration). Indeed, the increase
of the order of accuracy of spatial schemes leads to a decrease in stability limit. An example of such
interactions between space and time discretizations is the Leapfrog (LF) scheme combined with a secondorder centered spatial discretization : phase-lead errors due to the LF scheme cancel exactly with the phase?
= 1. Methodologies
delay due to the spatial differencing to provide an exact space-time scheme for αadv
for space-time analysis are given in Daru and Tenaud (2004) or Baldauf (2008). In this section we first
briefly describe some delicacies associated to the design of a numerical kernel, then the stability results
obtained for discretization methods generally found in state-of-the-art oceanic models are presented in the
light of a coupled space-time analysis.
2.1

Synergetics of numerical methods

The numerics for primitive equations oceanic models is generally designed by studying separately subsystems describing the different physical processes at play among advection, diffusion, external or internal
pure gravity waves propagation and inertia. It is a convenient way to proceed because the requirement can
be rather different depending on the process under consideration. For example, external gravity waves can
be integrated with a time-stepping different from the rest of the code, vertical diffusion and viscosity can
be solved implicitly with a backward Euler scheme. The situation is however more complicated for other
terms. Because rotation, internal gravity waves and advection are strongly connected, the possibility to
use totally different time-stepping for those terms would lead to splitting errors which would be hard to
diagnose. The ultimate goal is thus to be able to optimize stability, accuracy, and efficiency simultaneously
for each of those processes. However, mutual compatibility and interferences of methods makes this task
very arduous, e.g. sometimes time-stepping coefficients optimized for gravity waves are not the best for
advection and Coriolis, and inversely (e.g. Shchepetkin and McWilliams, 2005). Depending on the target
applications, stability and accuracy are more or less crucial for a given term, compromises must be done.
The difficulty is that a numerical kernel must be designed as a whole, not just as an advection or a wave
propagation equation. Descriptions of such interferences between numerical methods are rarely reported
in the literature, examples are given in Beckers and Deleersnijder (1993) or Walters et al. (2009). Among
other things, those studies emphasize the fact that the numerics for pure gravity waves must be chosen under the constraint to be stable for the Coriolis term. Because this paper is dedicated to the study of existing
numerical methods we do not directly face this difficulty. However this necessary synergy between numerical methods used to integrate the different terms in the equations is crucial when designing a numerical
kernel.
2.2

Inertial oscillations

In the remainder of the paper we focus on numerical methods for advection and pure gravity waves
propagation because we anticipate that the Coriolis force does no longer limit the time-step at the resolution typically used in climate models, with the exception of paleo-climate type studies. We briefly remind
that the equations of free motion on a rotating plane are


 ∂t u

= fv


∂

= −f u

tv
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(2.1)

where f is the Coriolis parameter. Note that if f v and f u are discretized at the same moment in time, (2.1)
can be numerically studied as an advection equation for the variable U = u + iv. To mimic the properties
of the continuous problem, the discretization of (2.1) is required to have no contribution to the kinetic
energy budget. On a C-grid this property can only be satisfied globally and not locally. Equations (2.1)
?
?
depends on the time-stepping algorithm.
, where αcor
yield to a stability constraint of the form f ∆t ≤ αcor
12h
?
The maximum value of 1/f is 2π ≈ 6875s at the north pole. Typical values for αcor
are between 0.75
and 1.5 which sets the maximum allowed time-step for a climate model around ∆t = 5400 s. This value
is significantly larger than the time-step used in practice for most global models at a resolution of 1/2◦
and higher. We, thus, assume that the time-step of eddying ocean models is too short for Coriolis to affect
our analysis, hence we investigate in more details advection and gravity waves propagation to know which
process limits the time-step.
2.3

Internal gravity waves

The usual way to study the integration of pure internal gravity waves is to work in the space of baroclinic modes. We first recall here the different steps of this decomposition starting from the 2D x-z inviscid
primitive equations without rotation and linearized around u = (u0 , v0 , 0)

1



∂
u
+
u
∂
u
+
∂x p
t
0
x


ρ0







=0

∂z p = −ρg

(2.2)
∂x u + ∂z w = 0
dρ
∂t ρ + u0 ∂x ρ + w
=0
dz
where p and ρ are pressure and density perturbations around an hydrostatically balanced reference state
dp
(p(z), ρ(z)) with
= −ρg. In (2.2), the different equations respectively represent momentum conserdz
vation, hydrostatic equilibrium, continuity/incompressibility, and tracer conservation (assuming a linear
equation of state). Boundary conditions are w(z = −h) = 0 and p(z = 0) = ρ0 gζ. Let us note that the
phase speed of internal gravity waves does not appear explicitly in the primitive equations. To exhibit this
phase speed we consider a state of rest (u0 , v0 ) = (0, 0) and a simple forward-backward scheme. In this
case, the time-integration of (2.2) reads












(i) compute pressure using the hydrostatic relation
n

p =g

Z 0
z

ρn dz 0 + ρ0 gζ

(ii) advance momentum
un+1 = un −

∆t
∂x pn
ρ0

(iii) compute vertical velocity from continuity equation
wn+1 = −

Z z
−h

∂x un+1 dz 0

(iv) advance density
ρn+1 = ρn − ∆t wn+1
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dρ
dz

Next step is to project the equations onto the baroclinic modes. On a discrete vertical grid with nz vertical
levels for the discretization, the solution of this semi-discrete set of equations can be sought under the
form



 un (x, z)









=

nX
z −1
q=0

pn (x, z) = ρ0 g









n


 ρ (x, z)

unq (x)Mq (z)

nX
z −1

= −ρ0

pnq (x)Mq (z)

q=0
nX
z −1

pnq (x)

q=0

(2.3)

dMq
(z)
dz

g dρ
the square of the
ρ0 dz
Brunt-Väisälä frequency. Note that pn (x, z) and ρn (x, z) in this form satisfy the hydrostatic relation. Substitution of (2.3) into the semi-discrete equations for the forward-backward scheme and assuming a flatbottom leads to the following momentum equation for each mode m
where Mq (z) is the solution of Sturm-Liouville problem (1.4) with N 2 (z) = −

(2.4)
= unm − g∆t ∂x pnm (x)
un+1
m
Z 0
1
thanks to the orthonormality condition
Mq (z)Mm (z)dz = δmq , ∀m, q ≥ 1 where δmq is the convenh h
tional Kronecker delta. This relationship comes from the fact that the eigenvectors Mm form an orthonormal basis. We also get
w

n+1

=−
|

nX
z −1

∂x un+1
q

Z z
−h

q=0

0

Mq (z )dz = gN

−2

(z)

nX
z −1
q=0

{z

}

continuity equation

Using (1.4) we get that N −2 (z)

0

|

pn+1
− pnq
q
∆t

!

dMq
.
dz

{z

tracer conservation

(2.5)

}

Z z
dMq
= −c−2
Mq (z 0 )dz 0 , and (2.5) thus simplifies to
q
dz
−h

n
pn+1
m − pm
(2.6)
∆t
again using the orthonormality condition. The forward-backward approach applied to gravity waves propagation can thus be simply written as

∂x un+1
= −gc−2
m
m

 n+1
um − unm





∆t










n+1
pm

= −g ∂x pnm
(2.7)
c2m

pnm

−
=−
∂x un+1
m
∆t
g
It is straightforward to see that ∂x pnm is the horizontal pressure gradient and ∂x un+1
the horizontal dim
vergence in the continuity equation. To our knowledge, all numerical models use second-order centered
schemes to discretize those two terms. Moreover the time-stepping for um (resp. pm ) is equivalent to the
one used for momentum (resp. tracers) in the three-dimensional code. The forward-backward scheme for
internal waves is stable if (2.7) is stable for all m.
For the sake of simplicity the subscript m is dropped in the remainder of the paper. Moreover, we
assume that the phase speed c is the one of the first baroclinic vertical mode (i.e. the baroclinic mode with
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faster phase speed). Changing pm in

cm
p ,
g m

the continuous counterpart of (2.7) is



 ∂t u + c ∂x p



= 0,

(2.8)

∂t p + c ∂x u = 0.

The numerical study of the full system (2.2) can thus be done using a simpler system of two equations
representing the coupling between momentum and pressure/tracers. Discrete stability constraints in both
systems are equivalent. It is worth mentioning that the choice (u0 , v0 ) = (0, 0) has two direct implications
(a) the influence of momentum and tracer advection on internal waves dynamics is neglected.
(b) the phase speed in the stability constraint for internal gravity waves is c1 , the speed associated to the
first baroclinic mode, as in (1.5), instead of c1 + |u0 | which amounts to consider that the barotropic
component of velocity is significantly smaller than c1 .
Because a simple forward-backward approach would be unstable in the presence of advective terms (except if coupled space-time schemes are used) it is not used in practice in numerical models. The most
popular time-stepping algorithm used in several oceanic climate models (as well as in the barotropic mode
of some mesoscale model like POM 4 ) for solving (2.8) is the LF scheme with pressure gradient averaging, sometimes referred to as Shuman’s averaging (SA) (Brown and Campana, 1978; Griffies et al., 2000),
the latter reads





pn+1,?
= pn−1
− 2αigw uni+ 1 − uni− 1 ,
i
i
2

un+1,?
i+ 12

=

un−1
i+ 21

2





n−1
− 2αigw (1 − 2χ1 )(pni+1 − pni ) + χ1 (pn+1,?
− pn+1,?
+ pn−1
)
i+1
i
i+1 − pi

(2.9)

with αigw = c∆t/∆x. In the case of the LF-SA scheme (i.e. un+1 = un+1,? , pn+1 = pn+1,? in (2.9)),
?
the stability condition 5 is αigw
= 1 for χ1 = 1/4. Because of symmetry, same stability limit would
be obtained if the averaging is done on u instead of p in (2.9). Note that other choices like the forwardbackward scheme and the time-staggering between u and p (e.g. Griffies, 2010; Adcroft et al., 2014) would
lead to the exact same characteristic equation of the LF-SA scheme. For this reason these alternatives are
not explicitly discussed here because their properties are equivalent to the ones of the LF-SA scheme.
In Shchepetkin and McWilliams (2005), (2.9) is used as a predictor step followed by the corrector steps

n+ 12

pi

n+ 1

= (1/2 − γ) pn+1,?
+ (1/2 + 2γ) pni − γ pn−1
i
i

ui+ 12 = (1/2 − γ) un+1,?
+ (1/2 + 2γ) uni+ 1 − γ un−1
i+ 1
i+ 1
2

pn+1
i

=

pni

− αigw

2

2



n+ 1
ui+ 12
2



−

n+ 1
ui− 12
2



n+ 1

n+ 12

un+1
= uni+ 1 − αigw (1 − 2χ2 )(pi+12 − pi
i+ 1
2

2

2

n+1
+ pni+1 − pni )
) + χ2 (pn+1
i+1 − pi

(2.10)


where proper choice of the parameter γ can yield to higher-order accuracy for representing phase speed
of internal waves, compared to (2.9). The predictor-corrector scheme (2.9-2.10) is implemented in the
4

Princeton Ocean Model
?
In Brown and Campana (1978), a discretization on a collocated A-grid is implicitly assumed, leading to αigw
= 2.
?
It can be shown that this stability condition decreases to αigw = 1 on a staggered grid (e.g. Sun and Sun, 2011).

5
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ROMS model. The choice (γ, χ1 , χ2 ) = (1/7, 1/8, 1/2) leads to third-order accuracy in time and large
?
= 1.183. However, it would imply that the order of accuracy for advection would
stability limit αigw
?
?
drop to 2 and a much reduced stability for advective terms (αadv
= 0.66 compared to αadv
= 1.587
for γ = 1/12). This remark illustrates the compromise that should be made when building a temporal
scheme in order to find the best possible combination for accurate representation, good stability properties
and ease of implementation of the different terms involved in the equations, as discussed in Sec. 2.1. In
?
= 0.815, is
the ROMS-UCLA code the combination (γ, χ1 , χ2 ) = (1/12, 0, 1/8), which leads to αigw
?
used while the ROMS-AGRIF code uses (γ, χ1 , χ2 ) = (1/12, 0, 1/2), which leads to αigw = 0.804. An
other alternative, based on a second-order Runge-Kutta (RK) scheme with forward-backward feedback, is
described in Shchepetkin
and McWilliams (2008). This scheme has the advantage to have large stability
√
?
= 3 = 1.732) and to be free of computational mode. However, as is, it is unstable for
range (αigw
centered advection schemes which makes this scheme essentially useful for isopycnic models (indeed,
high-order upwind schemes generally used to advect layer thickness are stable with second-order RK).
?
= 1 is representative
Based on the schemes previously introduced, we can consider that a value αigw
of the stability limit for most of the numerical models. Moreover, as long as the spatial order of accuracy
for the discretization of the pressure gradient term and the continuity equation is no more than 2, the
benefits of high-order temporal schemes over low-order ones are questionable because both spatial and
temporal accuracy should be increased, not just the temporal one. Interestingly enough, a recent study
by Demange et al. (2014a) emphasizes that higher-order approximations of both the pressure gradient
term and the horizontal divergence in the continuity equation allow a significantly better representation of
internal waves propagation, compared to standard algorithmic choices.

2.4

Stability of Multidimensional Advection

We consider here the advection equation written in a conservative way along with the incompressibility
condition


 ∂t q



+ ∇ · (uq) = 0,

(2.11)

∇ · u = 0.

We retain the continuity equation here to emphasize that the advection equation must be conservative
while satisfying a constancy preservation property. In (2.11) q can either represent a tracer or horizontal
momentum components when a flux-form of nonlinear terms is used. A very large body of literature is
dedicated to the numerical discretization of (2.11) (e.g. Durran, 2010, and references therein). The aim
here is not to study all the existing schemes with exhaustivity, but to illustrate the change of behavior
we can obtain for the same advection scheme when combined with different temporal discretizations.
We consider the third-order upwind scheme (UP3) in the horizontal and the second-order centered (C2)
scheme in the vertical as the schemes of reference for this study. We also retain the fourth-order compact
scheme (see description in App. B) for vertical advection because it is widely used for regional and coastal
models (e.g. Shchepetkin, 2015).
Because all numerical models need some amount of dissipation, it is relevant to consider an oddordered scheme with built-in dissipation in our comparison to ensure that we have the same level of
dissipation due to the spatial discretization, whatever the temporal scheme. Moreover, it can be shown that
this velocity-dependent dissipation, implicit to the scheme, is naturally tuned to moderate dispersive errors
11

(Winther et al., 2007; Hecht, 2010).
2.4.1

Time-stepping algorithms

Throughout this paper we consider the following temporal discretizations (see App C for more details)
(i) the Leapfrog scheme with Robert-Asselin filter (LFRA), we note ν the filter parameter
(ii) the Leapfrog Adams-Moulton predictor-corrector scheme (LFAM3)
(iii) the second-order Adams-Bashforth scheme (AB2ε) whose extrapolation in time is biased by ε to
overcome an instability of the scheme
(iv) the third-order Adams-Bashforth scheme (AB3)
(v) the third-order Runge-Kutta (RK3) scheme (as described in Skamarock and Klemp (2008))
(vi) For completeness, we also consider the third-order one-step coupled space-time scheme Euler-QUICKEST
(QK3, Leonard, 1979), sometimes referred to as direct scheme (Hundsdorfer and Trompert, 1994;
Adcroft et al., 2014). This scheme is an extension of the Lax and Wendroff (1960) scheme to third
order accuracy. When QK3 is used in the horizontal we consider the second-order Lax and Wendroff
(1960) (LW) scheme in the vertical. Virtually any advection scheme can be used in the vertical without changing the 3D stability, as long as this scheme is a coupled space-time scheme. For example, a
space-time version of the fourth-order compact scheme has been built in App. B for that purpose.
The six options we discuss here are representative of the discretization techniques used in some of the
most widely used numerical models, namely the HYbrid Coordinate Ocean Model (HYCOM, Bleck et al.,
2002; Wallcraft, 2011), the MIT General Circulation Model (MITGcM, Adcroft et al., 2014), The Modular
Ocean Model (MOM4p1, Griffies, 2010), the Nucleus for the European Modeling of the Ocean (NEMO,
Madec, 2008), the Parallel Ocean Program (POP, Smith et al., 2010), the Regional Oceanic Modeling
System (ROMS, Shchepetkin and McWilliams, 2005), the Princeton Ocean Model (POM) and the atmospheric WRF (Weather Research & Forecasting) model (Skamarock and Klemp, 2008). The complete
description of schemes (i) to (vi) is given in App C.
As shown in Tab. 2, we expect different CFL stability numbers for the UP3 and the C2 discretizations.
In this case, we find that a conservative way of expressing the 3D stability condition (1.3) is
?
αup3
+
+β
≤
β= ?
(2.12)
αc2
?
?
with αup3
and αc2
the CFL numbers respectively associated with the UP3 and C2 spatial discretizations.
(2.12) applies to schemes (i) to (iv). For the coupled space-time approach (i.e. QK3 in the horizontal and
LW in the vertical), the scheme is extended to multidimensions using a directional splitting procedure (e.g.
App. C.2, Leonard et al., 1996; Bott, 2010) which results in the following stability condition
x
(αadv
)i,j,k

y
(αadv
)i,j,k

z
(αadv
)i,j,k

n

?
αup3
,

o

y
x
z
max (αadv
)i,j,k , (αadv
)i,j,k , (αadv
)i,j,k ≤ 1.

(2.13)

Stability bound (2.13) allows much longer time-steps than (2.12). In practice, a simple conservative-form
directional splitting (Strang, 1968) is not sufficient to ensure the property of constancy preservation in
(2.11). To circumvent this problem, Leonard et al. (1996) introduced the MACHO procedure, and Bott
(2010) an ingenious time-splitting approach (see description in App. C). Those procedures have been
already used in the oceanic and atmospheric context (e.g. Duhaut et al., 2008; Yamaguchi et al., 2011).
When used for momentum advection, directional splitting can have significant impact on the numerical
solutions especially for balanced situations where specific terms in the equations should cancel each other.
It also makes it harder to numerically diagnose global budgets for quantities involving both u and v (like
12

Fig. 1. a) eigenvalue stability boundaries for the second-order Runge Kutta scheme (brown), third-order Runge Kutta
scheme (orange), the Leapfrog Adams-Moulton scheme (blue), the Leapfrog scheme with Robert-Asselin filtering
(ν = 0.1) (red), the second-order Adams-Bashforth scheme (ε = 0.1) (black), the third-order Adams-Bashforth
scheme (green) and the Euler scheme (gray) in the (µr , µi ) plane with µr and µi the real and imaginary part of the
normalized damping rate µ. The dot-dashed black lines provide directions for different space discretizations. The
corresponding space-time discretizations are stable as long as those lines are inside the stability boundaries. b) same
as a) with a zoom on the µr = 0 axis (i.e. for purely advective processes). Acronyms are defined in Tab. 1.

vorticity or kinetic energy budgets).
2.4.2

Eigenvalue stability regions

We look at the eigenvalue stability regions for the time stepping algorithms (i) to (v) as well as for the
second-order Runge-Kutta scheme (RK2) which, provided that specific parameter tuning is done, may be
promising in the context of oceanic models (e.g. Hallberg, 1997; Shchepetkin and McWilliams, 2008).
First, the study is done regardless of spatial discretizations. We assume that the tracer q can be Fourier
decomposed as
q(x, t) =

X

qbk (t)eikx ,

k

i=

√
−1.

(2.14)

where k is a wavenumber and qbk the amplitude/phase of the corresponding Fourier component. In the case
of a combination of advection (first-order derivatives) and diffusion (even order derivatives), substitution
of an arbitrary Fourier mode in an advection-diffusion equation would lead to the oscillation equation
b
b
∂t q(t)
= −ω q(t),

ω = ωr + iωi ,

(2.15)

with ω a complex coefficient (subscripts k have been dropped for clarity). In (2.15), ωr determines the
change in amplitude and ωi the change in phase for a given Fourier mode. Time discretization of the ∂t qb
term in (2.15) with time-step ∆t, using schemes (i) to (v), yields to a general equation
13

qbt+∆t = F (qbt , qbt−∆t ) − µ G (qbt , qbt−∆t ),

µ = µr + iµi = ωr ∆t + iωi ∆t,

b
qbt = q(t),

(2.16)

which leads to a second-order characteristic polynomial whose roots are the amplification factor (because
this scheme involves qbt−2∆t , the characteristic polynomial for AB3 is third-order). For each scheme of
interest we can easily derive the amplification factor λ as a function of µr and µi :
µ2
,
22
µ
µ3
1+µ+
+ ,
2q 6


1
2
g1 = 6 + 4µ + 5µ2 ,
g1 ± (−g1 ) + 48µ ,
12
q
ν + iµi ± 1 − 2ν + ν 2 − µ2i + 2µr ,


q
1
g2 ± (−g2 )2 − 8µ(1 + 2ε) ,
g2 = 2 + (3 + 2ε)µ.
4


4
5
23
1 + µ λ2 − µλ + µ
12
3
12

RK2

λ = 1+µ+

RK3

λ=

LFAM3

λ± =

LFRA

λ± =

AB2ε

λ± =

AB3

λ is solution of

λ3 =

µr = 0 is equivalent to pure advection while µi = 0 is pure diffusion. For schemes involving time level
t − ∆t (i.e. all schemes but RK2 and RK3), eigenvalue λ+ corresponds to a physical mode while λ−
corresponds to a spurious computational mode. For the LFRA scheme, the amplification factor is derived
considering that diffusion is applied at time n − 1 for stability reasons. For each scheme, the stability
boundaries in the (µr , µi ) plane are located where max(|λ+ |, |λ− |) = 1. Stability regions are plotted in
Fig. 1. Such simple diagrams provide a substantial amount of information about the behavior of a given
scheme.
Let us consider three different cases
• Diffusive processes (i.e. µi = 0).
Stability of time-stepping algorithms for diffusion is satisfied when the real axis (µi = 0) lies inside the stability boundaries. Critical values µ†r ≈ −5/2 for RK3, µ†r = −2 for Euler and RK2,
µ†r ≈ −6/5 for LFAM3, µ†r ≈ −9/10 for AB2ε, µ†r ≈ −11/20 for AB3, and µ†r ≈ −9/10 for
LFRA (i.e. Euler on 2∆t with Asselin filtering) can be found from Fig. 1, panel a). Compared to
a simple Euler scheme, the Runge-Kutta schemes have good stability properties for diffusion while
other schemes are significantly less stable. The values of µ†r can be directly translated into a more
traditional stability constraint. Indeed, for a laplacian operator, it is straightforward to show that
µr = −σ (2) SLap (θ) with σ (2) the parabolic Courant number and SLap (θ) = 2(1 − cos θ) the Fourier
symbol of the laplacian with θ = k∆x. Because max0≤θ≤π SLap (θ) = 2, we obtain that the stability boundary corresponds to σ (2) ≤ −µ†r /4. We recover the well-known condition σ (2) ≤ 1/2
for the Euler scheme. Among third-order accurate schemes, the Runge-Kutta scheme (σ (2) ≤ 5/8)
is twice more stable than LFAM3 (σ (2) ≤ 3/10) for diffusion, and 5 times more stable than AB3
(σ (2) ≤ 11/80). Same rationale applied to the biharmonic operator (with SBih (θ) = 16 sin(θ/2)4 )
leads to σ (4) ≤ −µ†r /16 (with σ (4) = B∆t/∆x4 , B the hyper-diffusivity), and same conclusions hold.
• Advective processes (i.e. µr = 0).
The values of µi at the intersection between the imaginary axis (µr = 0) and the stability regions
14

provide the stability condition for pure advection. In Fig. 1, panel b) the critical values of µi are
given. Compared to the diffusive case, the conclusions are significantly different. RK3 and LFAM3
have comparable stability (µ†i ≈ 1.73 versus µ†i ≈ 1.59), µ†i ≈ 0.72 for AB3, while among first-order
accurate schemes AB2ε (µ†i = 0.50) is about 2 times less stable than LFRA (µ†i = 0.904). Note
the different behavior among the Adams-Bashforth schemes: AB2ε is significantly more stable than
AB3 for pure diffusion while AB3 is more robust for pure advection. It is possible to translate those
critical values µ†i in terms of CFL conditions. For a spatial scheme with Fourier symbol S (θ), we
get that µi = αadv |S (θ)|. For linear centered advection schemes we have
SC2 (θ) = i sin θ,
8 sin θ − sin 2θ
SC4 (θ) = i
,
6
45 sin θ − 9 sin 2θ + sin 3θ
SC6 (θ) = i
,
30

max0≤θ≤π |SC2 (θ)| = 1,

for

max0≤θ≤π |SC4 (θ)| ≈ 1.37222,

for

θ = 2 arctan

max0≤θ≤π |SC6 (θ)| ≈ 1.58598,

for

θ ≈ 1.93607.

θ = π/2
q

√
3+2 6
5

This shows that the critical values µ†i directly provide the space-time CFL condition when a secondorder centered scheme is used (i.e. stability holds for αadv ≤ µ†i because max0≤θ≤π |SC2 (θ)| = 1).
When higher-order advection schemes with better dispersion properties are used, the CFL condition
drops whatever the time-stepping algorithm. Indeed, for a fourth-order (resp. sixth-order) advection
scheme, the CFL condition is αadv ≤ µ†i /1.37222 (resp. αadv ≤ µ†i /1.58598). The CFL constraints
thus obtained for different combinations of space and time schemes are reported in Tab. 2.
• Upwind schemes (i.e. µi 6= 0, µr 6= 0).
The situation is less straightforward to interpret when upwind schemes are used because both µr and
µi are nonzero. In this case, we get that µi = αadv = {S (θ)}, and µr = αadv < {S (θ)} thus giving
µi = (= {S (θ)} /< {S (θ)}) · µr = %(θ) · µr . For upwind schemes we find that
SLap (θ)
+ SC2 (θ),
2
SBih (θ)
SUP3 (θ) =
+ SC4 (θ),
12
SUP1 (θ) =

max0≤θ≤π |SUP1 (θ)| = 2,

for

θ = π,

max0≤θ≤π |SUP3 (θ)| = 3/2,

for

θ = 2π/3.

The CFL constraint for the first-order upwind scheme is easy to find, because = {SUP1 (θ = π)} =
0 and max0≤θ≤π |SUP1 (θ)| = 2 stability is obtained for αadv ≤ −µ†r /2 (we recover the condition αadv ≤ 1 for√the Euler-upwind scheme). For the third-order upwind scheme we find that
%(θ = 2π/3) = 3. Assuming that the maximum of the space-time amplification factor λ =
max(|λ+ |, |λ− |) is obtained when the maximum of |SUP3 (θ)|√is reached, stability with a third-order
upwind advection scheme is satisfied as long as the line µi = 3µr is inside the √
stability region (Fig.
‡
‡
1, a). Noting (µr , µi ) the coordinates of the intersection between the line µi = 3µr and the stability boundary of a given scheme, we get that the CFL condition is αadv ≤ µ‡r /< {S (θ = 2π/3)} ≡
4µ‡r /3. From Fig. 1, panel a), we see that the value of µ‡r is around 1.22 for RK3 and around 0.66 for
LFAM3, indicating a much larger stability range for the RK3-UP3 scheme compared to LFAM3-UP3.
The fact that the AB2ε has good stability properties for diffusion translates into better stability when
combined with UP3, compared to AB3. The CFL constraints obtained for different time-stepping
algorithms combined with third-order upwind scheme are reported in Tab. 2.
Among the schemes based on uncoupled space-time approaches (i.e. method of lines), the RK3 scheme
is equally robust for advective and diffusive processes while other alternatives have weaknesses in either
?
of the two cases. In Tab. 2, the efficiency factors (i.e. αadv
divided by nnrhs the number of evaluation of
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Time-scheme for advection

nrhs

Stability constraints
α?c2

α?up3

α?Co4

Efficiency

β=

α?
up3
α?
c2

UP3-C2

UP3-Co4

LFRA (ν = 0.1)

1

0.904

0.472

0.522

0.522

0.187

0.163

LFAM3

2

1.587

0.871

0.916

0.548

0.171

0.148

AB2 (ε = 0.1)

1

0.503

0.554

0.29

1.108

0.178

0.141

AB3

1

0.724

0.397

0.418

0.548

0.155

0.135

RK3

3

1.73

1.626

1

0.93

0.183

0.150

α?LW

α?QK3

α?Co4st

1

1

∞

1

1

1

Coupled space-time

1

Table 2
? , α?
?
?
?
?
CFL stability criteria αc2
up3 and αCo4 (resp. αLW , αQK3 and αCo4st in the coupled space-time case) for different
?
? . The efficiency for each scheme
time discretizations commonly used in numerical models, β is the ratio αup3
/ αc2
α?

up3
is defined here as 2+β
divided by the number of computations of the right hand side nrhs . Acronyms and parameters
are defined in Tab. 1.

the right hand side) are reported for different space-time discretizations. More precisely, the efficiency
α?
factor in the three dimensional case is defined here as nnrhsup3
to account for the fact that schemes
(2+β)
with different CFL criteria are used in the horizontal and the vertical. When considering the efficiency in a
three-dimensional framework (i.e. centered in the vertical and upwind biased in the horizontal) the coupled
space-time approach is significantly more efficient than any existing alternatives. This statement is even
more true when using a fourth-order compact scheme in the vertical (Tab. 2). More generally, if high-order
advection schemes are considered a priority, the space-time approach provides by far the best efficiency
among existing schemes (with a more compact stencil, App. C.2) at the expanse of the difficulties due to
the use of a directional splitting when applied to momentum equations (Sec. 2.4.1).
It is worth mentioning that large stability range is an important property but accuracy considerations
are also crucial to assess the adequacy of a given numerical scheme. For example, the Semi-Lagrangian
Semi-Implicit (SLSI) methods widely used in atmospheric models allow time-steps about ten times larger
that of their Eulerian counterparts. However, their issues to satisfy conservation properties, their very high
cost per time-step, and their strong damping of well-resolved scales make them generally less efficient
than Eulerian formulations (Skamarock, 2011).
2.4.3

Comments on the use of a Flux Corrected Transport Algorithm

In NEMO and HYCOM, advection is often discretized using a Flux Corrected Transport (FCT) algorithm (Zalesak, 1979). The FCT procedure proved to be especially useful for the advection of passive
tracers (Lévy et al., 2001) and layer thickness in isopycnic models. In this case two important points
emphasized in this section are of primary importance to maintain good efficiency :
(i) the temporal scheme should have good stability properties for diffusion (because the monotone
scheme in the FCT procedure is a first-order upwind scheme). For example, if a Leapfrog scheme is
?
?
used the CFL stability criteria would drop from αadv
= 0.904 to αadv
= 0.5 (i.e. the stability limit of
an upwind scheme integrated over 2∆t) when an FCT scheme is used.
(ii) in the multidimensional case, transverse terms are essential to maintain good stability. The Corner
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√
Fig. 2. a) Maximum value of kuk∆t
u2 + v 2 , u = kuk cos a, v = kuk sin a) with
∆x (assuming ∆x = ∆y and kuk =
respect to the angle a between the computational grid and the flow, for the corner-transport upwind method (Colella,
1990) (dashed line) and the two-dimensional upwind scheme (solid line). a = 0 and a = π/2 mean that the flow is
aligned with the grid whereas a = π/4 indicates a flow oriented diagonally across the mesh. Value 1 in the vertical
axis represents
the maximum time-step allowed in the one-dimensional case. This value must be decreased by a
√
factor 1/ 2 in the two-dimensional case when a simple first-order upwind scheme is used. b) Maximum time-step
allowed for the three dimensional integration of a Leapfrog scheme with different space discretizations with respect
to u/∆x + v/∆y, assuming that w/∆z = 2(u/∆x + v/∆y). The acronyms are defined in Tab. 1. In the case
LFRA-UP3 a second-order advection scheme is assumed in the vertical.

Transport Upwind (CTU) method (Colella, 1990) should be preferred over an upwind scheme built
on simple applications of the one-dimensional
fluxes in each spatial directions. Indeed, in 2D, the
√
CTU scheme allows a time-step 2 times larger while preserving the
√ monotonicity property (Fig. 2,
a). In the 3D case, it can be shown that the CTU allows a time-step 3 times larger compared to the
simple first-order upwind scheme. If CTU is used, the maximum time-step allowed for a Leapfrog
scheme would be equivalent between an LFRA-UP3 scheme and an LFRA-FCT scheme (Fig. 2, b)
Even if it is generally not necessary to consider multidimensional correction terms in the case of a method
of lines, recent work by Sescu et al. (2008, 2010) emphasized an improvement in terms of stability and
isotropy error when multidimensional cross-terms are added to the leapfrog, Runge-Kutta, or AdamsBashforth schemes in the traditional finite-difference sense. More recently, Shukla and Giri (2014) showed
that removing the directional bias from the lowest-order term in the truncation error in a finite volume
framework drastically reduces grid orientation dependence (a.k.a. anisotropic errors) in the computed
solution.
?
?
At this point we have presented typical values of the CFL numbers αadv
and αigw
that can be derived
from space-time discretizations used in existing numerical models. In the following section, we use those
results to discuss the process limiting the time-step of numerical simulations with respect to the horizontal/vertical resolution.
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3

Numerical Stability and Grid Spacing
r

The aim of this section is to derive typical values for the quantities

c21



1
∆x2

+

1
∆y 2



, u/∆x, v/∆y

and w/∆z, with respect to the resolution. Those quantities correspond to Courant numbers divided by the
time-step. To do so, we use a hierarchy of global and regional numerical solutions on which we apply
offline diagnostics to compute the quantities of interest in order to analyze the stability constraints. This
suite of diagnostics 6 is applied to a set of numerical simulations with several horizontal/vertical resolutions and different numerical models including the global NEMO ORCA 1◦ (ECMWF 7 ) 1/2◦ (Molines
et al., 2007), 1/4◦ (Dussin et al., 2012) and 1/12◦ (Lecointre et al., 2011), the basin-scale ROMS Pacific
configuration (Lemarié et al., 2012b), and two regional North-East Atlantic 1/36◦ configurations (Charria,
2011; Cailleau et al., 2012) using the Model for Applications at Regional Scale (MARS3D, Lazure and
Dumas, 2008) and NEMO. In the remainder we use those configurations in such a way that our study is
not specific to NEMO, ROMS or MARS3D, but virtually applies to any numerical code.
3.1

IGW phase speed

First, the phase speed c1 of the fastest internal gravity wave is considered. Details of the computation
are provided in App. A. As expected, c1 shows modest sensitivity to the horizontal/vertical resolution
of the numerical models (Fig. 3) and a maximum value around 3.6 m s−1 is a good estimate. Results
shown in Fig. 3 are consistent with the study of Chelton et al. (1998) based on climatological data. c1
increases from 2.2 m s−1 near the eastern boundaries to 3.2 m s−1 near the western boundaries due to
the stronger stratification in the western part of the basins. At high-latitudes the value of c1 decreases to
1 m s−1 due to weakly stratified waters. As noted by Chelton et al. (1998), the phase speed associated with
the first baroclinic vertical mode shows very small temporal variations (not shown). Results obtained for
regional operational configurations including tidal currents show a sensitivity to the nature of the vertical
discretization (Fig. 4). For those regional configurations significant differences in c1 are clearly visible in
both shallow and deep areas when comparing a σ and a z coordinate model. For shallow regions, faster
phase speeds are observed with a σ-coordinate. We can suggest two reasons for those differences: different
surface forcings leading to significantly different vertical stratifications or the interaction between slow and
fast modes because slow modes are better resolved in shallow regions when using a σ-coordinate. Unlike
a σ-coordinate, a z-coordinate model can leave the water column with very poor vertical resolution on
the shelf with the ability to resolve only very few vertical modes. In the abyssal plain, differences may
be due to pressure gradient errors and/or an excess of diapycnal mixing in the σ-coordinate configuration.
From Fig. 3, it is accurate and robust to choose c1 = 3.6 m s−1 in (1.5) to evaluate
the stability constraint
r




imposed by the propagation of internal gravity waves. Maximum values of c21 ∆x1 2 + ∆y1 2 accounting
for the grid stretching are given in Tab. 3 for various configurations. Using those values, it is possible to
anticipate that IGW propagation becomes more restrictive than the Coriolis term for resolutions finer than
6

In the framework of the COMODO project, a CF-compliant file format for NetCDF oceanic model outputs has
been specified to facilitate the exchange of data and the development of interoperable diagnostics and post-processing
tools called pycomodo tools http://pycomodo.forge.imag.fr/. Those tools can be applied to any model
output using the COMODO file format whatever its vertical or horizontal grid. A large part of the diagnostics
presented in this paper are available (or under development) in the pycomodo tools (script courant.py).
7 European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts
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Fig. 3. Phase speed [m s−1 ] associated with the first baroclinic vertical mode, for a global simulation with 1/2◦
resolution and 46 vertical levels (top) and with 1/4◦ resolution and 75 vertical levels (bottom). Both simulations
were carried out using the same numerical model, initial conditions and surface forcings.

1/3◦ (Fig. 5), and is always more restrictive than (horizontal) diffusive and viscous terms.
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Fig. 4. Phase speed [m s−1 ] associated with the first baroclinic vertical mode, for regional simulations using the
NEMO Partial steps model (top) and the MARS3D s-coordinate model (bottom). Note that besides the vertical
discretization, those models differ in many other aspects like time-stepping, turbulent closures, etc.

Grid spacing
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(αx
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[s−1 ]
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10−5
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10−5
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10−4

7.5 × 10−5
1×
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10−5

4.5 × 10−5
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10−4
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10−4
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10−4
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10−4

6 × 10−4
1.2 ×

10−3

1/36◦ (NEA)
σ(40)

PS (50)

10−3

1.5 × 10−3

3.4 × 10−3

1.5 × 10−3

10−2

4.5 × 10−3

1.4 ×
1.5 ×

Table 3
Maximum Courant number divided by ∆t for internal gravity waves, horizontal advection, and vertical advection in
the case of several model configurations from 1/2◦ to 1/36◦ resolutions. The acronyms are PAC = Pacific, NEA =
North-East Atlantic, PS=Partial-Steps.
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Fig. 5. a) Maximum time-step ∆t allowed for advection depending on the space-time discretizations described in
Sec. 2.4. b) Maximum ∆t allowed for each process among diffusivity, viscosity, rotation, advection and internal
gravity waves using a hierarchy of ORCA configurations. The grid spacing for global configurations is chosen
to be representative of the resolution at mid-latitudes. The stability condition for the Coriolis term is computed as
f ∆t ≤ αcor with αcor = 1. Results are obtained for a third-order upwind scheme in the horizontal and a second-order
centered scheme in the vertical. The acronyms are LF=leapfrog, RA=Robert-Asselin filter, AM=Adams-Moulton,
AB=Adams-Bashforth, RK=Runge-Kutta, IGW = Internal Gravity Waves.
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3.2

Three-dimensional Advection

Besides internal gravity waves, we anticipate that the more restrictive process for realistic configuray
x
tions is three-dimensional advection. In Tab. 3, we report the values of (αadv
+ αadv
)/∆t and separately
z
of αadv /∆t for different resolutions and vertical coordinate systems. Considering that the horizontal ad?
vective CFL approximately equals αigw
, we note that, for a z coordinate model, internal gravity waves are
more restrictive than horizontal advection only for resolutions coarser than 1/4◦ . However, even for lowresolution configurations at 1/2◦ , vertical advection is always more restrictive making three-dimensional
advection the process imposing the time-step of global configurations (Fig. 5). Same conclusion holds
with a σ-coordinate except that the stability constraint associated with advection is more severe because
of the larger dia-surface velocities compared to a z-coordinate paradigm.
Fig. 6 and 7 show the process locally limiting the time-step for two global configurations at 1/2◦ and
1/4◦ resolution. At those resolutions most grid points are constrained by IGW propagation or rotation.
However, the time-step of the model is imposed by advection which occurs at very few hot spots that can
be found off Somalia and South Africa (Fig. 7). As a consequence, most of the grid points are advanced
with Courant numbers much smaller than the CFL criterion, which requires the behavior of numerical
schemes to be studied not only close to their CFL but predominately for small Courant numbers (see
App. D). This is confirmed by Fig. 8 where the repartition of Courant numbers found in a simulation is
?
/10. Looking at the
plotted. Only very few grid points are integrated with Courant numbers larger than αadv
relative contribution of the horizontal (Fig. 8, b) and vertical (Fig. 8, c) Courant numbers to the 3D Courant
number, we can remark that the few grid points responsible for the time-step limitation are associated
with large Courant numbers in the vertical. As a consequence, following Fig. 8, we can anticipate that an
unconditionally stable treatment of vertical advection (as suggested in Shchepetkin (2015) in the context of
regional/coastal simulations) should allow a baroclinic time-step much larger for global configurations 8 .
?
(for a 1/4◦ resolution
Indeed, the maximum Courant number in the horizontal has values between 0.25αadv
?
◦
and 75 vertical levels) and 0.5αadv (for a 1/2 resolution and 46 vertical levels). For coupled space-time
schemes subject to stability constraint (2.13), the time-step is restricted by the vertical Courant number
only. Fig. 8,c suggests that a stability constraint based on the maximum of the Courant number in each
direction (instead of the sum) allows a time-step about 20% larger.

8

Implementation of an unconditionally stable vertical advection scheme in the ROMS model allowed an increase
of the time-step from 6540s to 7140s for a 25km-resolution regional domain over the Benguela, and from 160s to
470s for a 2km-resolution simulation over the gulf of Oman.
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Coriolis

Advection

IGW

Fig. 6. Map of the process locally limiting the time-step for the 1/2◦ (top) and 1/4◦ (bottom) configurations among
rotation (blue), three-dimensional advection (green), and internal gravity waves propagation (black). In both cases,
the baroclinic time-step is set by advective processes off Somalia (at 1/2◦ ) or off South Africa (at 1/4◦ ). The
?
?
stability conditions are computed considering αcor = 1 (f ∆t ≤ αcor ), αigw
= 1, and αadv
= 0.5 (assuming
stability condition (2.12)).

Using Tab. 3, it is possible to give rough estimates of the maximum time-step for a 1/12◦ resolution
global configuration depending on the algorithmic choices in the worst case scenario when the maximum
y
x
z
values of (αadv
+ αadv
)/∆t and αadv
/∆t happen at the same location. Considering a third-order upwind
scheme in the horizontal combined with a second-order scheme in the vertical, we get ∆t ≈ 390s for
LFRA scheme and ∆t ≈ 300s for AB2ε. Algorithms with third order accuracy in time generally allow
larger time steps, respectively ∆t ≈ 690s for LFAM3, ∆t ≈ 945s for RK3, and ∆t ≈ 830s for QK3 while
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Coriolis Advection IGW
Fig. 7. Same as Fig. 6 for a zoom over east Africa. Note the few grid points off Kenya and Somalia in the left panel
responsible for the time-step limitation of the 1/2◦ global configuration.

∆t ≈ 305s for AB3. Switching from a second-order centered scheme in the vertical to a fourth-order
compact scheme has a substantial impact on the maximum allowed time step : ∆t ≈ 280s for LFRA,
∆t ≈ 190s for AB2, ∆t ≈ 230s for AB3, ∆t ≈ 500s for LFAM3, and ∆t ≈ 625s for RK3. Provided that
a space-time version of a fourth-order compact scheme is built (App. B), the time-step is unchanged for
the one-step space-time approach (i.e. ∆t ≈ 830s). Because those estimates of the time-step are derived
considering the worst case scenario when the maximum contraint for horizontal and vertical advection
happen at the same location, they systematically underestimate the time-step value that can be used in
practice. For example, for the LFRA scheme our estimate is ∆t ≈ 390s while the ORCA12 simulations
with NEMO (i.e. the LFRA scheme) uses a time-step ∆t = 480s.
Note that even if the LFAM3 scheme requires two evaluations of the right hand side, the cost per timestep is not twice the one of a Leapfrog or an Adams-Bashforth scheme that require only one evaluation
of the rhs. Indeed, costly terms like vertical and lateral diffusion and viscosity, as well as the barotropic
mode are computed only once per time step, outside of the LFAM3 loop. This remark virtually applies to
the RK3 scheme too except that the barotropic mode is not easy to handle efficiently in the RK framework.
Moreover, the computational cost of a given scheme is dependent not only on its stability condition but
also on its actual implementation in the numerical code. Different implementations can lead to substantial
differences in terms of memory usage (i.e. access pattern and frequency) hence computational cost. Recent
results reported in Soufflet et al. (2015) seem to suggest that two numerical codes with different coding
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structures and memory access patterns can have drastically different computational cost.
At this point, we have focused our attention on terms integrated using explicit time-stepping algorithms
subject to conditional stability. Because the time-step value has also great impact on the accuracy of
implicit methods, it is legitimate to assess accuracy problems which may occur in numerical simulations.
a)
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Fig. 8. Normalized Probability Density Function (PDF) of the 3D Courant number (a), horizontal Courant number
(b) and vertical Courant number (c) for the 1/2◦ (black lines), 1/4◦ (dashed lines), and 1/12◦ (gray lines) global
configurations. Note the log-scale in the vertical axis and the multiplication of the horizontal axis by the CFL
? .
criterion αadv
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3.3

Turbulent vertical diffusion

Due to the small vertical, relative to horizontal, grid distance typically used in numerical models vertical terms can impose a severe restriction on the time step when explicit-in-time methods are used. To
circumvent this problem, most of the vertical terms (with the exception of vertical advection) are systematically treated implicitly in time using a backward Euler scheme. In this case, stability is not an issue but
accuracy problems may occur in stiff situations (i.e. the actual Courant number is much larger than the explicit CFL). The exact damping rate for the diffusion equation with diffusivity κ is ω e = κkz2 = σ (2) θ2 /∆t
(e.g. Cushman-Roisin and Beckers, 2011, Chap 5), with σ (2) = κ∆t/∆z 2 the vertical parabolic Courant
number and θ = kz ∆z the normalized wavenumber. The numerical damping rate for a numerical scheme
with amplification factor 9 A is ω num = − log A(σ (2) , θ) /∆t. Using ω e and ω num , we can suggest an effective diffusivity κeff which would account for numerical errors. Let us define E = − log |A| /(σ (2) θ2 ) the
ratio between the numerical and the exact damping rate. The effective diffusivity is the value of diffusivity
e
eff 2
num
in the exact damping
/ω e = 1 (i.e. (θ2 ∆t/∆z 2 ) κeff = − log |A| ). Replacing
 2  ω = κ kz such that ω
− log |A| by θ∆z∆t2 κeff in the expression for E we get




θ2 ∆t
κeff
∆z 2
σ (2) θ2

log |A|
κeff
.
(3.1)
E = − (2) 2 =
=
σ θ
κ
The value of κeff is the diffusivity in the continuous equation which would give the same damping as the
numerical damping. For the Euler backward scheme, using (3.1) we see that for large vertical parabolic
Courant numbers (i.e. larger than 1/2 the stability constraint of the Euler forward scheme) the ratio κ/κeff
is significantly larger than 1 even for well-resolved scales (Fig. 9). This indicates that the numerical scheme
dampens less fast than the physical process because κ  κeff for σ (2)  1/2. From Fig. 9 we can
anticipate that realistic numerical simulations could suffer from this underestimation of the damping as
typical values for the vertical parabolic number in the boundary layer are generally around σ (2) ≈ 10 (e.g.
for κ = 10−2 m2 s−1 , ∆t = 1000s, and ∆z = 1m). The issue is further compounded by the fact that global
ORCA simulations generally use convective adjustment in the surface boundary layer via an enhanced
vertical diffusion (EVD) with κevd = 10 m2 s−1 . In Fig. 10, the value of κ/κeff = 1/E(σ (2) , θ) obtained
for realistic global simulations considering an implicit Euler scheme is plotted using σ (2) = σ (mld) the
vertically averaged value in the mixed layer 10 and θ = 2π/Nmld with Nmld the number of grid points in
the mixed layer. Results are shown for the average over the convective and non-convective seasons based
on 5-day average outputs. As expected, values of κ/κeff are systematically larger than 1. The effective
diffusivity is smaller than the turbulent diffusivity by one or two orders of magnitude. Because of the
implicit treatment of vertical diffusion, the amount of diffusion in the vertical is significantly less that what
we would expect from physical principles (i.e. from the turbulent closure and/or convective adjustment
schemes). In the convective case, the effective diffusivity is generally two orders of magnitude smaller
than κevd . We believe it is not worrisome because the water column seems to be very efficiently mixed
anyway. Indeed, recent experiments using a non-penetrative 11 convection scheme (Madec et al., 1991)
showed very similar results compared to the EVD scheme. However, during the non-convective seasons,
values of κ/κeff between 2 and 10 are not unusual (not shown). Such values are significant and should
n
o−1
For the backward Euler scheme, the amplification factor is A = 1 + 2σ (2) (1 − cos θ)
.
10 The mixed layer depth is defined as the depth where density equals the 10 m depth density plus 0.03 kg m−3 .
11 This algorithm is applied at each time step and mixes downward instantaneously the statically unstable portion of
the water column using an iterative procedure until the density structure becomes neutrally stable.
9
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Fig. 9. Ratio between the turbulent vertical diffusivity κ and the effective diffusivity κeff with respect to the vertical
parabolic Courant number σ (2) and the normalized wavenumber kz ∆z as defined in (3.1). Time discretization is a
backward Euler scheme. Values of κ/κeff larger than 1 means that, because of numerical errors, the damping seen
by the model is smaller than the theoretical damping associated to the diffusivity value κ.

motivate further investigation of this issue. Going from 46 to 75 vertical levels worsens the problem. It
would be instructive to integrate vertical diffusion using a time-splitting approach (i.e. few small timesteps to advance diffusion within a larger baroclinic time step) to get a better sense of the impact on the
physical solution. This point should be examined further in future work.
Note that isoneutral diffusion is also influenced by those numerical errors for large vertical parabolic
Courant numbers. Indeed, the vertical component of the isoneutral diffusion tensor is integrated using a
backward Euler scheme while other components are integrated explicitly. Large grid slope ratios (i.e. the
isoneutral slope scaled by ∆x/∆z) translate into large values for the vertical term of the diffusion tensor,
thus very large vertical parabolic Courant numbers which lead to very inaccurate numerical integration
for this component of the tensor. The ultimate consequence is that for large grid slope ratios there will be
large numerical errors (due to the time-stepping) for the vertical term of the tensor leading to inaccuracies
in the orientation of diffusion.

4

Summary remarks

Oceanic global circulation models, originally developed for low-resolution global configurations, are
now being routinely used for high-resolution global or regional multi-scale simulations. As a consequence,
numerical methods and physical parameterizations have evolved to accommodate to this new range of
applications. However, the work on time-stepping algorithms has been quite sporadic, very few profound
change took place. A first step in this direction is to define the key guidelines for the development of
temporal schemes in future multi-purpose oceanic models. With this objective in mind, the present study
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Fig. 10. Ratio between the turbulent vertical diffusivity κ and the effective diffusivity κeff for each water column of
the 1/2◦ (top) and the 1/4◦ (bottom) configurations. κeff is the diffusivity in the continuous equation which would
give the same damping as the numerical damping (ideally we should get κ/κeff = 1). Areas shaded in yellow and red
indicate regions with large numerical errors in the computation of vertical diffusion. The value of κ/κeff is computed
using (3.1) with σ (2) = σ (mld) the averaged value of the vertical parabolic Courant number in the mixed layer and
θ = 2π/Nmld with Nmld the number of grid points in the mixed layer.

aims at improving our understanding of the requirements from numerical methods to better represent the
mesoscale in global models. Our findings are summarized below.
4.1

Stability constraints for oceanic numerical models

First, the different constraints applying on the time-step of oceanic models have been investigated. We
have developed a suite of offline diagnostics to predict stability and accuracy limits. Those diagnostics
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have been applied to a set of global and regional simulations with different horizontal/vertical resolutions.
As noted previously in Griffies and Adcroft (2008), the maximum time-step allowed for the integration
of three-dimensional advection greatly depends on the details of the space-time discretizations (Fig. 5,
?
?
a). The values of the CFL numbers αadv
for advection and αigw
for internal gravity waves, and of the
ratio β between the CFL criteria in the horizontal and vertical directions must be known to anticipate the
?
?
process imposing the stability limit. An accurate estimate of αadv
, αigw
and β requires a careful study in a
space-time framework unlike most of the existing studies carried out in a semi-discretized framework (i.e.
with ”perfect” numerical schemes in space). Indeed, we showed that, when high-order spatial schemes are
used, CFL criteria arising from a space-time study can differ significantly from the CFL criteria found in
the semi-discretized case.
Considering the typical CFL criteria associated with the space-time discretizations currently used in
oceanic models, we found that three-dimensional advection is the process limiting the time-step of global
configurations, even for resolutions as coarse as 1/2◦ . This limitation holds for very few isolated grid
points mainly located near the coastline of Africa (Somalia and South Africa) and/or at the equator (Fig.
6, 7). More precisely, vertical advection is the term imposing the time-step of global configurations with
an Eulerian vertical coordinate at eddy-permitting and eddying resolutions. Our results suggest that an
unconditionally stable treatment of vertical advection would allow a baroclinic time-step much larger for
global configurations with grid spacing in the range 1/2◦ -1/12◦ (Fig. 8). In this case, propagation of
internal gravity waves could be the limiting process for the time-step. This conclusion is mainly valid
for global configurations. At midlatitudes, the propagation of internal gravity waves can locally limit the
time-step. As a result, the time-step of a regional domain at high-latitudes would be limited by the internal
gravity waves even at eddying resolution. Those remarks motivate the ongoing work on trying to extend the
stability range of time-stepping algorithms for the propagation of internal gravity waves (e.g. Shchepetkin
and McWilliams, 2008, Sec. 2.1).
Even if implicit time integration have no stability conditions to meet, large time-steps are not acceptable
and can lead to very inaccurate representation of the underlying physical process. Large time-steps (large
relative to the explicit CFL) would lead to too weak of a damping for vertical diffusion. This means
that, because of numerical errors, the level of mixing seen by the model can be very different from the
mixing value given by the physical parameterization (sometimes one or two order of magnitude less). This
problem is expected to be more acute when increasing the vertical resolution. It would be instructive to
integrate those terms using a time-splitting approach (i.e. few small time-steps to advance diffusion within
a larger baroclinic time step) to get a better sense of the impact on the physical solution. This point should
be examined further in future work.

4.2

Implications for the formulation of time and space discretizations

From our study, we can identify a few guidelines in the design of space-time discretizations in the
context of oceanic numerical models :
(1) It is essential to study numerical schemes close to their functioning conditions (i.e. in a space-time
approach). Time-stepping algorithms can not be designed independently from space discretizations. It
can be done relatively simply using the stability diagrams presented in Fig. 1 and Sec. 2.4.2. A spacetime study would also allow a better control of the total truncation error which is important nowadays
to assess more accurately the relative role of discretization errors vs physical parameterizations.
(2) Because the time-step is imposed by a few isolated hot spots (Fig. 8), the numerical schemes must be
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(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

extremely robust to changes in Courant number. The behavior of numerical schemes should, thus, be
studied not only close to their CFL but predominately for small Courant numbers.
The viability of (semi)-implicit schemes for vertical advection while maintaining 3D properties (e.g.
positive-definiteness) is an open question. A very promising way to handle vertical advection and
significantly extend the range of stability of numerical models discretized using an eulerian vertical
coordinate, without impairing accuracy, has been developed in Shchepetkin (2015). The idea is to
split vertical velocity into two parts : one is treated explicitly in time using a fourth-order compact
discretization in space, the other is treated using an implicit (backward) Euler scheme with firstorder upwind scheme in space. The splitting between the explicit and the implicit pieces is done
based on the value of the local Courant number : if the Courant number is below the CFL criterion,
vertical advection is treated explicitly with 4th-order accuracy in space. Once the Courant number
exceeds the CFL criteria the excess of vertical velocity is treated implicitly with 1st-order accuracy
in space-time. An interesting alternative could be the use of a vertical coordinate which separate high
frequency motions (associated with large vertical velocities) handled in a lagrangian way and low
frequency motions handled in an eulerian way (Leclair and Madec, 2011).
Space-time discretizations must be robust and stable for advection and diffusion. Indeed, centered
advection schemes are generally used in the vertical to avoid excessive diapycnal mixing and the
use of dissipative advection schemes is necessary in the horizontal to control dispersive errors. We
showed that the study of a simple oscillation equation (2.15) with complex frequency ω allows a
detailed investigation of the properties of a given scheme (see Sec. 2.4.2).
A proper representation of the energy spectrum would require the schemes to satisfy a monotonic
damping property (i.e. smaller scales are always more efficiently damped than larger scales). This
property is satisfied by the exact diffusion operator and we expect time-stepping algorithms combined
with odd-ordered advection schemes to retain this property (see App. D).
Time-stepping algorithms should naturally combine with positive-definite (resp. monotonic) transport scheme while maintaining good accuracy and stability. Note that Flux Corrected Transport (FCT)
and Total Variation Diminishing (TVD) methods tend to erroneously damp smooth extrema (i.e. very
well resolved scales). The motonicity-preserving method of Suresh and Huynh (1997) (adapted to
the coupled space-time context by Daru and Tenaud (2004)) seems promising to avoid the loss of
accuracy near extrema.
An accurate propagation of internal gravity waves should be considered a priority as resolution keeps
increasing. This involves not only the time-stepping algorithm but also better accuracy in the discretization of horizontal pressure gradient and continuity equation.

In Sec. 2 and App. D, a thorough study of the schemes currently used in oceanic models suggests that
no time-integration scheme meets all the aforementioned requirements, for the reasons explained in next
subsection.
4.3

Critical comments on current time and space integration schemes

The merits and flaws of existing space-time integrations are discussed in Sec. 2 and App. D. The
Leapfrog (LF) scheme with Robert-Asselin (RA) filtering has been used for years in the context of global
climate models especially because it has good discrete conservation properties. It is well-known that the
RA filter increases phase errors, dissipates the physical mode and affects stability. Moreover, the LF-RA
time-stepping algorithm can be combined only with centered advection schemes because it is unconditionally unstable for diffusive process. As a consequence, monotonicity or positive-definiteness (e.g. via a
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Flux Corrected Transport procedure) comes at a substantial cost because it must be done on 2∆t thus dividing the CFL criteria by 2. Moreover, the lack of damping of the computational mode for well-resolved
scales has been a long-standing problem. An other choice popular for global models is the second-order
time-biased Adams-Bashforth (AB2ε) scheme. However, this scheme has a very limited range of stability
for centered advection schemes and turns out to be first-order accurate because of a time-shift in the extrapolation rule. In general, the AB2 computational mode does not interfere with well-resolved scales but
can affect small scales.
An LF predictor step combined with an third-order Adams-Moulton (AM3) interpolation for the corrector step provides a scheme with several good properties : third-order accuracy, robustness to changes in
Courant number, monotonic damping (for scales larger than 4∆x), good stability for centered advection
schemes. However the LFAM3 scheme has two major drawbacks : there is a significant loss of stability
when using odd-ordered advection schemes and the AM3 interpolation has negative weights, therefore
this scheme does not maintain positive-definiteness even if the space discretization does. Moreover this
scheme has a computational mode which is not efficiently damped for smaller scales close to the CFL
limit.
A popular choice in numerical weather forecasting models is the third-order Runge-Kutta (RK3)
scheme. This scheme is free of computational mode and has good efficiency factor because it offers good
stability properties for advection and diffusion, namely for centered and upwind advection schemes. However, the RK3 has an unpredictable behavior in a large part of its stability range (approximately for Courant
numbers larger than 0.9, App. D) : it does not monotonically damp scales, the leading order term of the
truncation error is a biharmonic operator with positive coefficient and phase errors can be relatively large,
as a consequence the scheme is not robust to changes in Courant number. However, this scheme behaves
well for Courant numbers smaller than 0.9. In this range of Courant numbers, it satisfies the requirements
given in previous subsection.
One-step space-time schemes are seldom used in the context of oceanic models. In a three-dimensional
case, those schemes offer an efficiency factor that is unrivaled (5 times larger than that of RK3 with a
more compact stencil) for dissipative and centered advection schemes. This class of scheme is free of
computational mode, satisfy the monotonic damping property, and combine nicely with monotonicity
constraints (e.g. Daru and Tenaud, 2004). The main drawbacks are that those schemes behave differently
with respect to the Courant number (Fig. D.3, left panel) and require a directional splitting which makes
their use delicate in the momentum equation. The space-time approach provides exact solutions at its CFL
stability condition αadv = 1. Decreasing the time-step leads to rapid changes in the error mainly for 4∆x
and 2∆x waves (Fig. D.1, right panel). However, larger scales are still well preserved.
Among the various space-time discretizations discussed in this paper, the one-step space-time approach
offers an interesting compromise among the requirements we defined above. Moreover, this approach is
flexible enough to easily adapt the space-time order of accuracy depending on the target application. It
remains to be seen how those schemes would combine with mode-splitting and if the space-time approach
can be successfully extended to the internal gravity waves propagation discretized on a C-grid (e.g. Demange et al., 2014a).
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A

Numerical solution of the eigenvalue problem (1.4)

The squared buoyancy frequency profile N 2 (z) is estimated at cell interfaces z = zk+ 1 using cell2
centered temperature and salinity data. We use the formulation of the equation of state (EOS) described in
Shchepetkin and McWilliams (2011). This EOS form is based on a Taylor expansion of the EOS proposed
in Jackett and McDougall (1995), leading to
(0)

ρ = ρ1 + ρ01 (ϑ, S) + q10 (ϑ, S) · z(1 − ηz),

(0)

where ρ1 + ρ01 (ϑ, S) is the sea-water density at the standard pressure of 1 Atm (sea surface), ϑ is the
potential temperature, S the salinity, and the q10 term represents a compressibility coefficient. q10 (θ, S) is
given by equation (4.6) in Shchepetkin and McWilliams (2011) and η = 1.72 × 10−5 m−1 . The resulting
formulation for N 2 (zk+ 1 ) based on neutral density gradients is thus
2

N 2 (zk+ 1 ) = −
2

g
zi,j,k+1 + zi,j,k
zi,j,k+1 + zi,j,k
ρ01 i,j,k+1 − ρ01 i,j,k + (q10 i,j,k+1 − q10 i,j,k )
1−η
ρ0
2
2






(A.1)
with boundary conditions N (zN + 1 ) = N (zN − 1 ) at the surface and N (z 1 ) = N (z 3 ) at the bottom.
2
2
2
2
In (A.1), negative values of N 2 (z) correspond to stable stratifications. Two different ways of handling
unstratified and unstable regions have been investigated :
2

2

2

2

(1) replacing the value of N 2 (z) by − when N 2 (z) ≥ −. Values of  between 10−8 and 10−14 have
been tested.
(2) leaving unstable profiles and poorly stratified regions. In this case, negative eigenvalues are obtained
but are discarded from the sorting procedure to recover the phase speed of the first baroclinic mode.
Our results showed very modest sensitivity to the way the unstratified regions are handled (below 5% of
relative change), and method (1) with  = 10−10 has been used.

B

Derivation of a 4th-order Space-time Compact Scheme (Co4st)
Let us consider the one-dimensional vertical advection equation
∂t q + w0 ∂z q = 0,

with w0 a constant vertical velocity. The approximation of the vertical derivative at z = zk is naturally
given by
∂q
∂z

=

qek+ 1 − qek− 1

z=zk

2

2

∆z

where the qe interfacial values are unknown.
Derivation of the classical fourth-order compact scheme (Co4)
Assuming a standard second order centered scheme, the following equality is obtained
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∂q
∂z

z=zk

qk+1 − qk−1 ∆z 2 3
=
−
∂ q + O(∆z 4 ) ≈ DC2
2∆z
6 z

where DC2 {pk } =
hand-side term

(

DC2

(

∆z 2 2
1−
∂ qk + O(∆z 4 )
6 z
!

)

(B.1)

pk+1 − pk−1
. Indeed, fourth-order accuracy requires the discretization of the right2∆z

∆z 2 3
∂ q. Classical discretization is given by
6 z

∆z 2 2
∂ q
6 z

)
z=zk

=


1  2
δ qk+1 − δ 2 qk−1 + O(∆z 4 ),
12∆z

δ 2 qk+1 = qk+2 − 2qk+1 + qk ,

which extends the stencil to points qk+2 and qk−2 . Following Orszag and Israeli (1974) (see also Lele,
1992), it is possible to achieve fourth-order accuracy with more compact stencil (i.e. on the 3-point stencil
∆z 2 2
∂
typically used for the standard second-order algorithms) using a Padé approximation of the term 1−
6 z
in (B.1)
∆z 2 2
1
∂z =
+ O(∆z 4 ),
2
∆z
2
6
1 + 6 ∂z
which leads to an implicit discretization. Indeed, after substitution in (B.1), we get
1−

δ2
1+
6

!

∂q
∂z

1 ∂q
6 ∂z

=
z=zk

+
z=zk+1

2 ∂q
3 ∂z

+
z=zk

1 ∂q
6 ∂z

z=zk−1

= DC2 {qk } + O(∆z 4 )

which leads to
2
1
qk + qk+1
1
qek+ 3 + qek+ 1 + qek− 1 =
.
2
2
2
6
3
6
2
The unknowns qe are thus computed as the solution of a tridiagonal system.

(B.2)

Coupled space-time fourth-order compact scheme (Co4st)
To derive a coupled space-time version of previous scheme, we proceed in a slightly different way.
From (B.2), we can remark that the interfacial values qe are solution of a tridiagonal system
a+ qek+ 3 + qek+ 1 + a− qek− 1 = τ (qk + qk+1 ) .
2

2

2

The coefficients a+ , a− and τ are chosen to reach the target accuracy. Considering a Fourier component
such that qk = eiθk (for simplicity we consider that the amplitude/phase of the corresponding component
is 1), with θ = kz ∆z, we get


qek+ 1 =
2

θ

θ

τ ei 2 + e−i 2
1 + a+

eiθ

+ a−



e−iθ

1

· eiθ(k+ 2 ) =

1
2τ cos θ/2
· eiθ(k+ 2 )
1 + (a+ + a− ) cos θ + i(a+ − a− ) sin θ

therefore
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∆z

∂q
∂z

z=zk

= qek+ 1 − qek− 1 =
2

2

2iτ sin θ
· eikθ = SCo4 (θ) · eikθ
1 + (a+ + a− ) cos θ + i(a+ − a− ) sin θ

Taylor expansion leads to
(1 − a+ − a− + 4(a2− + a2+ ) − 16a− a+ )θ2
2τ
2(a+ − a− )iθ
SCo4 (θ) ≈ iθ
−
−
+O(θ4 )
(1 + a+ + a− ) (1 + a+ + a− )2
3(1 + a+ + a− )2
!

Fourth order accuracy in space is thus obtained for 2τ = 1 + a+ + a− , a+ = a− , and 1 − a+ − a− + 4(a2− +
a2+ ) = 16a− a+ , which leads to a+ = a− = 1/4 and τ = 3/4 (those coefficients are consistent with (B.2)).
Let us now introduce the time dimension in the problem using a simple one-step explicit Euler scheme
w0 ∆t
.
∆z
The physical mode associated to this scheme is simply λ(θ, αadv ) = 1 − αadv SCo4 (θ). Fourth-order
accuracy in space-time is obtained for
qkn+1 = (1 − αadv SCo4 (θ)) qkn ,

αadv =

(αadv θ)3 (αadv θ)4
(αadv θ)2
+i
+
+ O(θ5 )
2
6
24
This equality is satisfied under the following constraints on the coefficients
λ(θ, αadv ) = 1 − iαadv θ −























2τ = 1 + a+ + a−
4τ (a+ − a− ) = αadv (1 + a+ + a− )2
2
6τ (1 − a+ − a− + 4(a2− + a2+ ) − 16a− a+ ) = 3αadv
(1 + a+ + a− )3
3
48τ (a+ − a− )(1 + a2+ + a2− − a+ − a− − 10a+ a− ) = 3αadv
(1 + a+ + a− )4

We obtain the following coefficients
αadv + 1
,
2(αadv − 2)
and the scheme reads
a+ = −

a− = −

αadv − 1
,
2(αadv + 2)

τ =−

3
,
(αadv + 2)(αadv − 2)

(αadv +1)(αadv +2)qek+ 3 +2(αadv +2)(2−αadv )qek+ 1 +(αadv −1)(αadv −2)qek− 1 = 6 (qk + qk+1 ) . (B.3)
2

2

2

The resulting scheme is unconditionally stable (with neutral stability, i.e. |λ(θ, αadv )| = 1, ∀θ ∈ [0, π]
and ∀αadv ) and it is exact for αadv = 1 and αadv = 2. Phase errors are plotted in Fig. B.1. The coupled space-time scheme shows very good accuracy in terms of phase speed for scales larger or equal to
4∆x. Unlike most implicit schemes (e.g. Shchepetkin, 2015, Sec. 2.2) the Co4st scheme behaves well
for small and large Courant numbers. It is worth noting that the tridiagonal matrix associated to (B.3) is
not always diagonally-dominant. Therefore, standard Gaussian elimination procedure can not be used and
cyclic reduction algorithm should be preferred.
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adv )
Fig. B.1. Phase error − arg λ(θ,α
(with αadv the Courant number, θ the normalized wavenumber, and λ the amθαadv
plification factor) with respect to the Courant number and the normalized wavenumber k∆x for the fourth-order
coupled space-time compact scheme (Co4st).

C

Time and Space Discretizations of the Linear Advection Equation

C.1

Uncoupled Space-Time Approach

We describe here the space-time discretizations discussed in the paper and representative of the current
practice in state-of-the-art oceanic models. A simple one-dimensional linear advection equation with velocity u0 is considered. The schemes under consideration are straightforward to extend to multi-dimensions
because they do not require transverse terms in the advective flux computations to circumvent the computational instability associated with directional flux-splitting in multi-dimensions (Leonard et al., 1996).
Those additional terms are only required in the case of one-step space-time methods, as discussed in Sec.
C.2.
We consider the third-order upwind scheme (UP3) in space, the corresponding scheme reads

up3
c4
bi−
qbi−
1 − sign(1, u0 )
1 = q
2

2

qi−2 − 3qi−1 + 3qi − qi+1
,
12

c4
qbi−
1 =
2

−qi−2 + 7qi−1 + 7qi − qi+1
. (C.1)
12

(C.1) clearly shows that a third-order upwind scheme is equivalent to a fourth-order centered scheme
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plus an explicit biharmonic operator with flow dependent hyperdiffusivity. A first temporal scheme under
consideration is the Leapfrog Adams-Moulton predictor-corrector scheme (LFAM3) (Shchepetkin and
McWilliams, 2005). This scheme reads




qin+1,?




 n+ 1

qi










2

= qin−1 − 2αadv



up3
qbi+
1

n

2



up3
− qbi−
1

n 

(LF)

2

= 5/12 qin+1,? + 2/3 qin − 1/12 qin−1
(

qin+1 = qin − αadv

up3
qbi+
1

n+ 1



2

up3
− qbi−
1

2

(AM3)

n+ 1 )
2

(C.2)

(corrector)

2

with αadv = u0 ∆t/∆x the Courant number. An other option is the second-order Adams-Bashforth method
(AB2ε). This scheme is based on an extrapolation in time at time n + 21 + ε followed by a correction step
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The parameter ε is necessary to control an instability of the scheme when the extrapolation step is done at
time n+1/2 (e.g. Adcroft et al., 2014). A typical value for this parameter, as used for practical applications,
is ε = 0.1. The extension to third-order accuracy of the Adams-Bashforth approach (AB3) is
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which requires an extra storage of q at time n − 2.

In Skamarock and Klemp (2008), a third-order Runge-Kutta (RK3) is presented
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(C.5)

This RK3 variant is third-order accurate in time for linear equations, but becomes second-order for nonlinear terms (Baldauf, 2008).
The schemes introduced so far are all conditionally stable for advective and diffusive processes (Tab. 2).
For the Leapfrog (LF) scheme, it is well known that this scheme is unconditionally unstable for diffusive
up3
terms. In order to achieve a stable integration of the third-order upwind scheme, the flux qbi−
1 in (C.1) is
2

c4
split between its centered part qbi−
1 advanced using the LF scheme and the diffusive part advanced using
2
an Euler scheme over 2∆t. The resulting scheme, combined with a Robert-Asselin (RA) filter, reads
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(C.6)
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We do not consider alternatives to the usual Robert-Asselin filter because none of them had significant
impact on the phase and amplification errors when dissipation is added to the problem. Indeed, those alternatives were derived in the non-dissipative case only, which is not representative of the general functioning
of realistic models. Moreover, most of them had negative feedback on the stability of the scheme.
C.2

Coupled Space-Time approach and Directional Splitting

An attractive approach for oceanic models is to use high-order one-step space-time schemes built on the
extension of the Lax-Wendroff methodology to higher-order (e.g.; Hundsdorfer and Trompert, 1994; Daru
and Tenaud, 2004). If space and time discretizations are separated, as usually done in oceanic models,
the resulting scheme requires large spatial stencils and multi-step time integration to reach high-order
accuracy. On the other hand, coupled space-time are simple high-order one-step methods with compact
stencil.
They are based on the assumption that time and space derivatives can be substituted for each other to
cancel terms in the truncation error in time by additional terms in space. An example of such a scheme
which is third-order in space and time is the Euler-QUICKEST scheme (QK3; Leonard, 1979)
qin+1 = qin − αadv
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n
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(C.7)
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where the αadv -dependent fluxes at cell-interfaces are given by
α2 − 1
αadv
(qi −qi−1 )+ adv
[(qi+1 − qi − qi−1 + qi−2 ) − sign(1, u0 )(−qi−2 + 3qi−1 − 3qi + qi+1 )]
2
2
2
12
(C.8)
c2
with qbi− 1 = (qi + qi−1 )/2. Unlike the schemes previously introduced, the extension of (C.7) to multi2
dimensions is not straightforward. A simple application of the 1D fluxes in each spatial direction would
result in a scheme that can be at most 1st-order accurate, whatever the order of accuracy of the 1D fluxes,
and the scheme would be unconditionally unstable. Indeed, the truncation error would be dominated by
transverse terms corresponding to the contribution of cross-derivatives. To overcome this issue a directional splitting à la Strang (1968) can be used to introduce the necessary transverse terms in the discretization. However, for a constant tracer qi,j,k ≡ 1 this approach would produce a spurious term of the form
∆t2
∂y (v∂x u), therefore it would fail to satisfy the constancy preservation property of the continuous
∆x∆y
problem. The simplest method to introduce transverse terms while preserving constancy is the splitting of
Bott (2010)
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with u = (u, v, w) a three-dimensional non-divergent field. We can see here why the stability depends
simply on the stability in each direction since the three stages must be independently stable for the multidimensional scheme to be stable. Splitting errors are minimized by alternating order of directions for each
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consecutive sub-step. An alternative is to use the Multidimensional Advective-Conservative Hybrid Operator (MACHO, Leonard et al., 1996). The description of the latter approach in three spatial dimensions
with spatially variable velocities and scale factors can be found in Yamaguchi et al. (2011).
To our knowledge, the impact of the directional splitting in the context of oceanic flows has never been
studied so far. Among other things, we expect difficulties to represent the evolution of terms involving
both the zonal and meridional components (like vorticity and kinetic energy) because the two components
are not integrated synchronously in time.

D

Stability and Accuracy for Discretizations of the Linear Advection Equation

For a very long time, the numerical design of advection in oceanic and atmospheric models was primarily chosen to conserve quadratic quantities like potential enstrophy or energy (Sadourny, 1975) in order
to ensure nonlinear stability in the absence of viscous terms. This requirement has led to the use of the
vector-invariant form of momentum equations and to discrete algorithms based on second-order centered
schemes combined with Leapfrog (LF) time-stepping. In this context a popular way to control the LF
computational mode is the Robert-Asselin time filter. Discretization schemes have thus been historically
chosen for their ability to conform to conservation properties with less emphasis on accuracy. The latter is,
however, key in enhancing the effective resolution of the solution for a given grid size (Marchesiello et al.,
2011; Lauritzen et al., 2014). A difficulty is that the order of accuracy of a given scheme does not directly
provide the order of accuracy of the amplitude and phase taken separately. Indeed, amplitude and phase
errors represent the error in the modulus and the argument of the total error and those quantities may be
computed more accurately than the general order of accuracy given by the truncation error. In this section,
amplitude and group velocity errors are discussed, as well as the relationship between the truncation error
and the stability of space-time discretization schemes. One of the aim of this appendix is to show that
stability of a given space-time discretization does not necessarily involve that the corresponding scheme
?
behaves properly. In the remainder we note αadv the Courant number and αadv
the CFL criterion.
D.1

Error Analysis

We can show that the truncation errors associated to the six schemes of interest read
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+O(∆t4 , ∆x4 ),
+O(∆x4 , ∆t4 ),
+O(∆x4 , ∆t4 , ∆x3 ∆t),

+O(∆x4 , ∆t4 , ∆x2 ∆t2 ),
+O(∆x4 , ∆t4 , ∆x3 ∆t),

+O(∆x4 , ∆t4 , ∆x2 ∆t2 ).
(D.1)

Fig. D.1. a) Evolution of the leading order term G of the space-time truncation error of the LFAM3-UP3, AB3-UP3,
RK3-UP3 and QK3 schemes with respect to the Courant number αadv in the case of a linear advection equation. b)
Derivative of G with respect to αadv . On the left panel, red lines are drawn at places where G(αadv ) = 0 for each
space-time discretization.

To obtain those expressions we took advantage of the underlying PDE to replace time derivatives by space
derivatives when relevant (indeed, ∂t q = −u0 ∂x q). The leading-order space-time truncation term of the
RK3-UP3, AB3-UP3, LFAM3-UP3 and QK3 schemes can be written under the form G(αadv )(u0 ∆x3 )∂x4 q,
with G a linear function of αadv , because those schemes are third-order accurate in space and time. In
(D.1), the 7αadv u0 ∆x3 /72 term for the LFAM3-UP3 is associated to the time discretization error while
3
u0 ∆x3 /24 term
the u0 ∆x3 /12 term is the contribution of the space discretization. In a similar way, the αadv
3
3
2
)u0 ∆x3 /24 for QK3 are linked
− αadv
for RK3-UP3, 9αadv
u0 ∆x3 /24 for AB3-UP3, and (αadv + 2αadv
to the discretization error in time. The leading order term for AB3 is exactly nine times larger than the
one for RK3 however when considering those schemes combined with UP3 this conclusion does not hold
anymore (Fig. D.1) and AB3-UP3 can have less error that RK3-UP3. Next we show how those space-time
discretization errors can be useful to guess some features of discretization schemes.
D.1.1

Stability

The evolution of G with respect to the Courant number αadv is shown in Fig. D.1, left panel. As long
as LFAM3-UP3 is stable, the magnitude of its leading order error term is always smaller that of the QK3
and RK3 schemes. The LFAM3-UP3 scheme becomes 4th order accurate for αadv = 0.857143, very close
?
to its stability limit αadv
= 0.871 (Tab. 2) which means that smaller Courant number would lead to larger
?
discretization errors. Fig. D.1 also shows that QK3 is fourth order accurate for αadv
= 1 (in practice it
turns out that QK3 becomes exact for αadv = 1) which is exactly its stability limit. In general, we see that
when G is positive the scheme becomes unstable. This is not surprising as it means that there is a change
of sign in front of the ∂x4 q term in the truncation error. This alternative to the Von-Neumann stability
analysis based on truncation errors was previously suggested by Hirt (1968) for second-order space-time
discretizations. Interestingly enough, this truncation error method for determining computational stability
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Fig. D.2. Maps of the amplification factor |λ|αe/α (with α the advective Courant number and α
e = 1.75) with respect
to the Courant number and the normalized wavenumber k∆x for 4 different time-stepping algorithms (which are
prone to a computational mode) combined with a third-order accurate space discretization. Results are shown for the
LFAM3-UP3 (left), the AB2-UP3 (middle,left) scheme (with ε = 0.1), the AB3-UP3 (middle,right) scheme, and the
LFRA-UP3 (right) scheme (with ν = 0.1). The physical mode is represented in the top row and the computational
mode in the bottom row. The solid red line represents the stability limit for each scheme and the solid blue line the
limit for monotonic damping (for the physical mode). Gray shaded areas denote amplification factors larger than 1,
i.e. unstable regions. The top x-axis represents wavelengths. The acronyms are LFAM = Leapfrog Adams-Moulton,
LFRA = Leapfrog Robert-Asselin, AB=Adams-Bashforth.

Fig. D.3. Same as Fig. D.2 for the physical mode of the third-order QK (Quickest) scheme (left) and RK3-UP3
(Runge-Kutta) scheme (right). Note the different vertical axis.
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does not always provide results consistent with the Fourier stability analysis. An example is the RK3-UP3
scheme which remains stable in the Von-Neumann sense between αadv = 1.25992 and αadv = 1.626 even
for positive values of G. In this range of Courant numbers, the leading order term of the truncation error
exhibits an unstable solution exponentially growing with time, only stabilized by higher-order terms in
the error. It can be shown that the behavior of this scheme over this range of Courant number is peculiar
(cf Fig. D.3 and comments below). The AB3-UP3 scheme does not reach fourth-order accuracy on its
stability range and becomes unstable even with a negative sign in front of the biharmonic leading order
term (probably due to its computational mode).
D.1.2

Robustness to changes in Courant number

The results discussed in Sec. 3 suggest that an important property of a numerical scheme is its robustness to changes in Courant number. The derivative of G with respect to αadv is representative of the
evolution of the leading order term of the truncation error with respect to ∆t, for a fixed ∆x. It is straightforward to show that we get

7
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72

dGRK3
α2
= adv ,
dαadv
8

2
dGQK3
1 + 4αadv − 3αadv
=
,
dαadv
24

dGAB3
9α2
= adv . (D.2)
dαadv
8

The evolution of dG/dαadv with respect to αadv is plotted in Fig. D.1, right panel. From (D.2), we expect
that the error associated with the LFAM3-UP3 scheme is not very sensitive to ∆t because the leading
order term in the truncation error does not depend on αadv . For RK3-UP3 the error becomes independent
of ∆t only for Courant numbers smaller than 0.1 (Fig. D.1). The behavior of the QK3 scheme is very
different as the truncation error constantly changes with respect to ∆t which would make this scheme
quite unpredictable in the context of complex flows with large spatial variations of the Courant number.
The previous remarks are consistent with the results shown in Fig. D.2 and D.3 where the amplitude
error is plotted. In those figures, the absolute value of the physical mode λphys

α
e/αadv

(as well as the com-

putational mode |λnum |αe/αadv when relevant) with respect to the normalized wavenumber k∆x and the
Courant number αadv is shown for the six space-time discretizations of interest with third-order upwind
α
e/αadv

scheme in space. We plot λphys
to ensure that the amplification is compared on the same characteristic time interval whatever αadv . For all schemes the well resolved scales (i.e. for wavelength larger
than 10∆x) are very well preserved but they sometimes coexist with a poorly damped computational
mode (especially for the LFRA scheme, see left part of the region below the red line in Fig. D.2, f). For
the LFAM3 scheme (Fig. D.2 a,d), the computational mode blows up first and is not always efficiently
damped, especially for smaller scales (2∆x and 4∆x waves) with Courant number larger than 0.5. Unlike
the AB3-UP3 scheme, stability of AB2ε-UP3 is set by the physical mode and the computational mode is
generally efficiently damped over the stability region (i.e. below the red line in Fig. D.2, e).
Let us now look at the behavior of the physical mode of the six discretization schemes (plotted in Fig.
D.2 a,b,c and Fig. D.3) in their respective stability regions (i.e. below the red lines). Vertical contour lines
in the (αadv , k∆x) plots would mean the absence of sensitivity of a given scheme to the Courant number.
As expected from our analysis of the truncation error, the LFAM3-UP3 scheme (at a lesser degree the
AB3-UP3 scheme) shows very modest sensitivity, except for the 2∆x waves (Fig. D.2, a). The AB2ε-UP3
scheme shows nearly horizontal contour lines for Courant numbers in the range 0.4 − 0.57 indicating large
amplification error changes with respect to αadv (Fig. D.2, b). For Courant numbers smaller than 0.4 the
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scheme is significantly more robust. For the LFRA-UP3 scheme the contour lines are increasingly bent
with increasing wavenumbers and become nearly horizontal for 2∆x waves. For example, the amplification factor of the 4∆x waves varies between 0.45 and 0.7 which is quite substantial (Fig. D.2, c). As
expected from earlier discussion, the amplification error of the QK3 and RK3-UP3 schemes show large
sensitivity to the Courant number for scales smaller than 10∆x (Fig. D.3). Because the QK3 scheme is
exact for αadv = 1, it is not surprising to see that the amplification error varies quickly when decreasing the Courant number. However, those changes occur predominantly between k∆x = π/2 (i.e. 4∆x
waves) and k∆x = π (i.e. 2∆x waves) whereas the amplitude of waves larger than 4∆x is remarkably
well preserved. The amplification factor for 4∆x waves varies between 0.7 and 1 (Fig. D.3, a). Finally,
the RK3-UP3 scheme exhibits two subregions (delimited by the line αadv = 0.8) with very different behavior. For αadv ≤ 0.8 the scheme behaves well. For Courant numbers above 0.8 (which includes the
region where the leading order term of the truncation error is a biharmonic with positive coefficient) the
amplification factor shows very unpredictable behavior for k∆x ≥ 3π/8. A drawback of the QK3 and
RK3-UP3 schemes is that for certain Courant numbers they can leave the 2∆x waves poorly damped.
D.1.3

Monotonic damping

An additional constraint besides the Von-Neumann stability condition (|A| ≤ 1, with A the amplification factor of a given space-time discretization) would be to consider that an odd-ordered numerical
scheme should also satisfy a monotonic damping property, ∂|A|/∂k < 0, for |k| ∈ [0, π/∆x] (i.e. smaller
scales are always more efficiently damped than larger scales). This property is satisfied by the exact diffusion operator. Failing to satisfy this property means that energy spectrum may no longer monotonically
decrease with respect to wavenumbers and that energy could accumulate at intermediate scales. For the
six schemes under consideration, monotonic damping is satisfied in the region below the blue lines in the
(αadv , k∆x) frame plotted in Fig. D.2, D.3. When |A| ≤ 1 (i.e. when the scheme is stable in the VonNeumann sense), the QK3 scheme satisfies the desired property. However, this is not the case for other
schemes : the RK3-UP3 scheme damps scales monotonically only for αadv ≤ 0.87 (compared to the CFL
?
?
= 0.472), αadv ≤ 0.425 for the
= 1.626), for αadv ≤ 0.375 for the LFRA-UP3 scheme (αadv
number αadv
?
?
AB2-UP3 scheme (αadv = 0.576), αadv ≤ 0.3 for the AB3-UP3 scheme (αadv
= 0.394) and αadv ≤ 0.59
?
for LFAM3-UP3 (αadv = 0.871). While the lack of monotonic damping affects only the 2∆x waves for
LFAM3, AB2 and LFRA, it also affects larger scales in the case of the RK3.
D.2

Group Velocity Analysis

In this section, we analyze the group velocity error associated with various space-time discretizations
of the linear advection equations (in this case the analytical group speed is the advection speed u0 ). The
group velocity corresponds to the speed at which the energy of a wave will travel. We emphasize the fact
that several features that are not apparent from the phase speed relations can be seen by examining the
group velocities. We study the six different time-schemes previously introduced along with a third-order
accurate scheme in space. It is generally considered that a fourth-order centered scheme should provide
the same group velocity errors of a third-order scheme. This statement is, however, only partially true
because when using a dissipative advection scheme (and/or a dissipative time-integration scheme), some
scales (high-frequency waves, in general) are efficiently damped and are no longer present in the solution.
Those scales should not be considered in the group velocity analysis (e.g. Karni, 1994).
Without further details (see Durran, 2010, for a thorough description), we define the amplification
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Fig. D.4. Evolution of the Group velocity error Eg with respect to the normalized wavenumber k∆x for six different
space-time discretizations. Results are shown for the physical mode (thick lines) and for the computational mode
?
? /2,
(thin lines), when present. Solid lines are for αadv = αadv
(i.e. at the stability limit), dashed lines for αadv = αadv
? /10. Each curve of E is gray scaled from black when the scale is not damped
and dot-dashed lines for αadv = αadv
g
(i.e. the associated amplification factor is close to 1) to white when the scale is efficiently damped by the numerical
scheme (i.e. the associated amplification factor is close to 0). The top x-axis represents wavelengths. The vertical
blue line denotes a separation between scales larger than 10∆x (on the left) and smaller scales (on the right). The
acronyms are LFAM = Leapfrog Adams-Moulton, LFRA = Leapfrog Robert-Asselin, AB=Adams-Bashforth, RK =
Runge-Kutta, QK= Quickest.
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factor A = |λphys |, with λphys a root of the characteristic equation, and the group velocity error as
vg
∆x ∂
=(λphys )
Eg = ,
vg =
arctan
,
(D.3)
u0
∆t ∂θ
<(λphys )
with θ = k∆x the normalized Fourier frequency in the x-direction (|θ| ≤ π). When Eg is close to
1 the group velocity is accurately estimated and when it is negative the group speed is in the wrong
direction. Formula (D.3) also applies to the computational mode λnum . Fig. D.4 shows Eg (λphys ) (as well
as Eg (λnum ), when relevant) with respect to k∆x. Moreover, each curve of Eg is gray scaled from black
when the scale is not damped to white when the scale is efficiently damped by the numerical scheme.
?
?
?
Results are shown for different Courant numbers : αadv
, αadv
/2 and αadv
/10.
!!

The well-resolved scales, i.e. for wavenumbers larger than 10∆x (left of the blue lines in Fig. D.4), are
very well represented by the QK3, AB3-UP3 and LFAM3-UP3 schemes, whatever the Courant number.
The AB2-UP3 and RK3-UP3 tend to predict too fast of a group velocity for those scales close to the
stability limit. The LFRA-UP3 scheme exhibits large errors because this is the only scheme for which
the computational mode is not efficiently damped for larger scales. As far as smaller scales are concerned
(i.e. for wavenumbers smaller than 10∆x), almost all the schemes predict a stationary state (i.e. Eg ≈ 0)
for 4∆x wave packets. More generally, the group velocity of high-frequency modes is shown to assume
the incorrect sign (Eg ≤ 0), thus admitting backward propagation of waves which persist without being
dissipated. The RK3-UP3 and QK3 schemes damp efficiently the waves for which the group velocity is in
the wrong direction (i.e. the curves turn white when there is a significant derparture from Eg = 1), except
close to its stability limit for RK3-UP3. The LFAM3-UP3 and AB3-UP3 schemes have less damping, and
the computational mode can become dominant for 2∆x waves (i.e. thin lines are darker than the thick
lines for k∆x ≥ 3π/4). Again, the LFRA-UP3 scheme is difficult to interpret because of the coexistence
of two competing modes.
In general, the group velocity analysis is clean and easy to interpret for schemes free of computational
modes. In the presence of such modes it is difficult to interpret the results for small scales because the
physical and computational mode generally have comparable damping rates.
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